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The Hot 100 Products 
of 2007

31It’s a tough job, and 
EDN’s editors receive 
thousands of prod-

uct announcements. They narrow 
down the choices into the hun-
dreds of newsworthy items that 
each year grace the pages of 
EDN. You’ll find amplifiers, tem-
perature monitors, communication 
processors, sensors, switches, tim-
ing-analysis tools, routers, super-
capacitors, and much, much more. 

Embedded electronics 
guides casino gaming

35With legal-gambling 
revenues skyrocketing 
and electronics tech-

nology at center stage, embed-
ded-system manufacturers are lin-
ing up to bet on the future. 
by Warren Webb, Technical Editor
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High-brightness 
LEDs usher in new 
applications and 
standards

43As high-brightness 
LEDs increase in 
power, they will enable 

new applications ranging from 
architectural lighting to medi-
cal products. Energy Star lighting 
standards are evolving to keep the 
focus on total system efficiency. 

by Margery Conner, 
Technical Editor
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Intel software upgrade for Apple 
Leopard hints at Penryn use in Macs
Intel’s upgrade of its software-tools suite 
for Mac OS X Leopard suggests to some 
that Macintosh computers may soon use 
45-nm Penryn processors.
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6506081

Google confirms mobile-phone 
open-platform effort
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6497487

Should Apple acquire AMD?
➔www.edn.com/071214toc1

Micron marks entry into solid-state-
drive market with three form factors
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6506388

Why design engineers need 
to know about lithography
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6504364

Maxwell/Lishen alliance could 
offer ideal energy/power profile 
for hybrid vehicles
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6506345

Gartner warns of 2008 semi-industry 
downturn
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6501055

Intel formally debuts 45-nm Penryn 
processors
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6499824

TSMC head signals expanded role 
for foundries
➔www.edn.com/071214toc2

Samsung cut 1600 jobs, report says
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6504055

O N L I N E  O N LY R E A D E R S ’ C H O I C E H O T  1 0 0  D E T A I L S
A selection of recent articles receiving 
high traffic on www.edn.com.

Check out these Web-exclusive articles:

online contents
www.edn.com

HOME NEWS CENTER DESIGN CENTERS BUSINESS CENTERS PART SEARCH MORE...

Our annual Hot 100 Products feature (pg 
31) lists our editors’ picks for the year’s 
most significant products in a number of 
categories. At www.edn.com/hot100 you’ll 
find our original coverage of all 100, plus 
Hot 100 lists stretching back to 1999.
➔ www.edn.com/hot100

Show us your holiday lights
One sure sign of the holidays around 
here is the arrival of a brief Design 
Idea article from 1999 near the top of 
our weekly site-traffic reports. We’re 
not sure how many people actually 
build the device described in “Simple 
tester checks Christmas-tree lights” 
after finding it via frantic searches, but 
the phenomenon puts us in the holiday 
spirit nonetheless. 

Speaking of which, if an attack of mer-
riment has caused you to go a little 
overboard with the holiday lights, we’d 
love to see it, especially if your power-
gobbling display involves computer 
control. Shoot a short video, hit the 
second link below to upload it, and 
we’ll feature some of the madness on 
EDN.com.

Simple tester checks Christmas-
tree lights
➔www.edn.com/article/CA46423

Upload your video
➔www.edn.com/uploadvideo

Homeland security: monitoring and 
manipulating remote residences
It’s now possible to switch an appliance’s 
power, dim the lights, adjust ambient tem-
perature, and attain audio-visual security 
feedback, albeit not without glitches.
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6501083

Selecting op amps
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6491141

Globally, engineers share similar 
gratification and concern
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6495294

What color is 10 k�?
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6495319

Portable power: New lithium-ion-battery 
chemistries allow designers to trade 
off energy capacity and power
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6501082

Outdoors-only LCD malfunction 
puzzles portable-product designers
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6491161

Coin-shrinking and can-crushing 
with an EM pulse
➔www.edn.com/071214toc3

Voices: Dave Fullagar, analog-IC 
designer and entrepreneur
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6500213

Battery monitor also enables 
constant-power-boost converter
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6495298

Aunt Judy: Beware relatives’ repairs
➔www.edn.com/article/CA6495303
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developments that I believed would 
be good for the high-tech segment. 
Reflecting on that column, here are 
my wishes for 2008.

Ironically, one of my wishes for 2000 
was for harmony in the DVD-stan-
dards area. Sony (www.sony.com) was 
then championing a proprietary DV-
D�R/W format, whereas the DVD 
Forum (www.dvdforum.org) had ad-
opted DVD-R/W as the industry stan-
dard. Well, it’s déjà vu all over again. 
Once again, Sony is duking it out in 
the DVD area, promoting its proprie-
tary Blu-ray format for high-definition 
DVD. If the past is any guide, neither 
HD (high-definition)-DVD nor Blu-
ray may emerge victorious. Both the 
DVD�R/W and the DVD-R/W fla-
vors of DVD-rewritable technology 
still exist, and most drives now sup-
port both. Dual Blu-ray and HD-DVD 
support looks likely in the high-defi-
nition-DVD segment, as well.

But will Sony ever learn? I wish that 
the company that I once so admired 
would get on with building great prod-
ucts and forget revenue streams from 
royalties it achieved by having mass-
market-product vendors adopt its IP 
(intellectual property). I’ve made this 
wish before. Meanwhile, just as in the 
rewritable-DVD skirmish, high-def-
inition-DVD is not taking off in the 

market, and Sony’s delays have cost 
the company more than it can ever re-
coup in royalties.

I’m also wishing for harmony in the 
wireless arena. I hope that 2008 will 
see a unified 802.11n spec and prod-
ucts that at least approach the range 
and speed that the spec promises. 
Then again, 2008 will probably see 
the battle escalate over the next-gen-
eration standard even as vendors de-
liver the n products that underdeliver 
to consumers. Although I’ve for now 
abandoned 802.11n (see “Immaturity 
in 802.11n products guides a return to 
a wired LAN,” EDN, Aug 21, 2007, 
www.edn.com/article/CA6470534), I 
wish for the capabilities that the ven-
dors have promised.

I also wish that the UWB (ultra-
wideband) and Wireless USB camps 
would deliver on their promises. I re-
cently wrote a blog post about the com-
plaints a wireless-industry executive 
made about the media’s testing of prod-
ucts to the spec (see “Wireless USB ex-
ec questions press reviews based on ac-
tual specs,” EDN, Oct 31, 2007, www.
edn.com/071214edb1). Well, I wish 
the UWB, wireless-LAN, and cellular 
camps would all produce and deliver 
on realistic and attainable specs.

In 2000, I also wished for resolu-
tion on several HDTV-related issues. 

Thankfully, the industry reached an 
accord on modulation schemes, and 
we now enjoy reasonably good HDTV 
service. But the industry still hasn’t 
got the interface issues right. The HD-
MI (high-definition-multimedia-in-
terface) specification has inherent 
problems that resulted from the in-
sistence of content owners to impose 
egregious DRM (digital-rights-man-
agement) schemes. Again, the con-
tent owners and other interested par-
ties lose more money than they could 
hope to gain when they place road-
blocks in the way of technology adop-
tion.

I complained about the music in-
dustry in 2000, and I’m happy to say 
we’ve seen great progress in a transi-
tion to a downloading-friendly busi-
ness model. We still have a long way 
to go. Now, the cellular carriers still 
want their cut of music sales. I wish for 
music that I can download once and 
play on any device I own. We’re close 
to that goal, but we’re not yet there.

One thing I’m adding to my list 
this year is a return to broad cross-li-
censing pacts in the industry. In the 
quarter-century leading to the new 
millennium, widespread cross licens-
ing drove innovation. Nowadays, 
no one cooperates, and the industry 
wastes too much money on court bat-
tles. Meanwhile, the innovation that 
comes from collaboration has disap-
peared. We need it back.

Finally, and please read this sen-
tence for the words and without regard 
to the origin of the words and your 
own beliefs: I wish for peace on earth 
and good will toward men. Globally, 
we’d all benefit from a peaceful 2008. 
Talk to you next year.EDN

BY MAURY WRIGHT, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

Holiday wishes target 
technological harmony

,,
E D N . C O M M E N T

 A
s I write this column in early December, I’ve yet to even 
think about holiday shopping, but my son was quick to 
proffer a lengthy wish list. That list and a gentle prod-
ding from Matt Miller, editor-in-chief of EDN.com, re-
mind me of a column that I wrote seven years ago (see 
“Holiday wishes,” Commverge, Dec 1, 2000, www.edn.

com/article/CA54538). In 2000, I made my wishes for technological 

MORE   AT EDN.COM

      Go to www.edn.com/071214ed 
and click on Feedback Loop to post 
a comment on this column.

+

Contact me at mgwright@edn.com.
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MEN Micro’s recently unveiled 
M36N analog-input mezzanine 
board comes in an M-module 
form factor and features high-
resolution data acquisition 
for the myriad analog signals 
designs encounter in industrial 
automation, measuring, and 
simulation applications. You 
can use the M36N, available 
in 16- or 18-bit versions, as an 
I/O extension for CompactPCI, 
PCI, PXI, or VME embedded 
systems as well as on stand-
alone single-board computers. 
The module provides as many 
as 16 single-pole, grounded 
channels for voltage or current 
or eight channels for differen-

tial voltage or current. You can 
separately adjust each chan-
nel and input range for data-

acquisition requirements. The 
board’s 16-bit resolution pro-
vides an accuracy of at least 

0.05% over the entire �40 to 
�85�C temperature range.

A fast ADC and autoincre-
menting multiplexer channel 
enable a total 16-bit acquisition 
time of 130 �sec. An Altera 
(www.altera.com) Cyclone II 
FPGA on the M36N controls 
signal conditioning and offers 
space for application-specifi c 
function extensions. You can 
implement the included Altera 
Nios II Softcore processor in 
the FPGA for intelligent pre-
data-processing, noise-shap-
ing, or additional functions. 
The price for the M36N starts 
at $850, and delivery time is six 
weeks.—by Warren Webb
�MEN Micro Inc, www.
menmicro.com.

EDITED BY FRAN GRANVILLE

Mezzanine card captures precise analog data

INNOVATIONS & INNOVATORS

The new M36N analog-input board captures signals with 16-bit 
precision for applications in the motion, robotics, and instrumen-
tation markets.

A federal-court jury found 
that Artesyn Tech-
nologies’ digital POL 

(point-of-load) PMBus-com-
patible product had infringed 
on Power-One’s Z-One digi-
tal-power-management-and-
control patents. In the law-
suit, Power-One claimed that 
Artesyn infringed on its patent 
that applies “to a digital-pow-
er-control system for control-
ling and monitoring an array 
of point-of-load regulators us-
ing a serial bus for communi-
cation with and control of the 
point-of-load regulators.” In a 

conference call with industry 
analysts and press after the 
announcement of the ruling, 
Power-One said that the rul-
ing will affect any power-sup-
ply company using PMBus in 
the POL-system market and 
that power-supply compa-
nies cannot move ahead in 
implementing a digital-control 
scheme in such an application 
without a license from Power-
One. (PMBus is an industry-
supported command set for 
controlling various kinds of 
power supplies over a digital 
bus.)

Power-One has another 
patent that addresses em-
bedded digital-power control-
lers, but that patent was not a 
part of this court case. How-
ever, depending on how pow-
er-subsystem designers use 
digital-power ICs, they may 
need to get a license from 
Power-One. For example, ac-
cording to Power-One, a de-
sign using a digital-power IC 
within a POL dc/dc converter 
to control power-subsystem 
communications will need a 
Power-One license. If the de-
sign is for an ac/dc converter, 

however, Power-One has no 
claim. Artesyn may appeal this 
ruling.

The POL-power-supply mar-
ket will grow to approximately 
$1 billion in the next few years. 
Power-One’s market share is 
currently about 1 to 2%. Based 
on this ruling, Power-One ex-
pects its market share to grow 
to about 10% by 2010. To see 
what EDN readers are saying 
about this court ruling, go to 
www.edn.com/071214p1 and 
www.edn.com/071214p2.

—by Margery Conner
�Power-One, www.power-
one.com.
�Artesyn, www.artesyn.com.
�PMBus, www.pmbus.org.

Lawsuit has implications for digital 
control of power subsystems
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Cadence Design Sys-
tems has added several 
enhancements, includ-

ing support for the OVM (open-
verifi cation methodology), to its 
Incisive logic-verifi cation-tool 
lineup. Traditionally, verifi cation 
engineers have composed tool 
fl ows by mixing and matching 
best-of-class tools from mul-
tiple tool vendors. Often, the 
tools didn’t work well together, 
which required engineers to 
create scripts and perform a 
lot of related manual work to 
make the tools work together 
in fl ows. So, in recent years, 
big EDA companies, such as 
Cadence, Synopsys (www.
synopsys.com), and Mentor 
Graphics (www.mentor.com), 
have each begun to push all-
in-one verifi cation fl ows, trying 
to sell complete fl ows to cus-
tomers and essentially shut 
out the competition from key 
accounts. Cadence’s all-in-one 
fl ow is Incisive, whose major 
components include the IES 
(Incisive Enterprise Simulator) 
line of HDL (hardware-de-
scription-language) simulators, 
Specman testbench genera-
tor, and Palladium and Xtreme 
hardware-acceleration and 
-emulation systems.

In the latest revision of Inci-
sive, Version 6.2, Cadence has 
improved the performance of 
some tools and added func-

tions. Perhaps the most signifi -
cant part of the revision is that 
IES now supports the OVM, 
which Cadence jointly an-
nounced with Mentor Graph-
ics in August. OVM allows Sys-
temVerilog tools from various 
vendors to share a common 
class library of functions, which 

helps engineers port code and 
testbenches between various 
OVM-compliant SystemVerilog 
verifi cation tools and essential-
ly use best-in-class tools. “The 
complementary aspect of OVM 
support is code portability and 
reuse,” says Joe Hupcey, direc-
tor of enterprise-verification 
marketing at Cadence. “If you 
create a block in that format, 
you can hand it off to other us-
ers, and they can instantly rec-
ognize how to wire it into their 
environment because it has a 
standard structure.”

As part of IES support for 
OVM, Cadence has added 

several class-based debug-
ging utilities to help verifi cation 
engineers manage object-ori-
ented testbench code in their 
verifi cation environments. Ca-
dence has also created a mul-
tilanguage verifi cation-builder 
utility for IES to help design-
ers using a mix of verifi cation 
components. Hupcey notes 
that many design groups may 
use a mix of SystemVerilog 
and e-language verification 
components and want to run 
those verifi cation components 
in one fl ow. The new utility al-
lows users to confi gure each 
verifi cation component’s pa-
rameters and quickly wire 
them together. “The tool looks 
for the formats and gives us-
ers a menu-driven approach to 
wire the components together 
and run them in a testbench,” 
says Hupcey. Engineers can 
also use the utility to create a 
verifi cation component from 
scratch.

Another feature of the 6.2 
release is that Cadence has 
given its Specman e-language 
testbench-generation system 
a new aspect-oriented gen-
eration engine. The engine 
provides a nearly fi vefold in-
crease in runtime performance 
for e-based verifi cation envi-
ronments. That improvement 
comes in handy as leading-
edge designs start to reach 1 
billion logic gates. The com-
pany ensures that the memo-
ry requirements don’t become 
excessive; with the new en-

gine, those requirements scale 
linearly, not exponentially. With 
the aspect-oriented engine, 
Specman also now includes 
a utility that identifi es the vari-
ables that depend on one an-
other and the variables that 
are independent. “In previous-
generation tools, users would 
order the generation and se-
quence of events and stimulus,” 
says Hupcey. “But, as designs 
get larger and designers use 
more outside IP [intellectual 
property], they can lose track 
of what the dependencies are 
and what activities should hap-
pen fi rst in their designs.” The 
new feature shows these de-
pendencies up-front in the ver-
ifi cation cycle so designers can 
better target their tests.

In addition to enhancing IES 
and Specman, Cadence has al-
so announced that its Xtreme 
and Palladium hardware-as-
sisted-verification platforms 
now comply with the Accellera 
(www.accellera.org) SCE-MI 
(Standard Co-Emulation Mod-
eling Interface) 2.0, which facil-
itates communication between 
simulators and hardware-as-
sisted-verification systems. 
Michael Young, director of 
hardware-verifi cation market-
ing at Cadence, says that, with 
the compliance SCE-MI 2.0 
draft, Cadence is announcing 
Version 2.0 of its TBA (trans-
action-based-acceleration) 
methodology and features to 
enhance co-emulation with 
its tools. Young notes that the 
biggest highlight of TBA 2.0 is 
a hybrid mode, which allows 
users to select which parts of 
a design run on a simulator, 
which run on simulation ac-
celeration, and which parts run 
on an emulator. SCE-MI com-
pliance means TBA designers 
can use multiple languages. 

—by Michael Santarini
�Cadence Design Systems, 
www.cadence.com.
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Taking PFC to the Next Level
More Effi cient, Easier Design, Scales to Higher Power

High-Performance Analog >>Your Way and the red banner are trademarks of Texas Instruments. 1984A0 © 2007 TI

www.ti.com/pfc  1.800.477.8924 ext. 1419
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 Keithley Instruments has 
released a 4�4 (four-
transmitter-, four-receiv-

er-per-sector) MIMO (multiple-
input/multiple-output) RF-test 
system for R&D and produc-
tion testing of next-generation 
RF-communications equip-
ment and devices. The system 
comprises the manufacturer’s 
new Model 2920 VSG (vec-
tor-signal generator), Model 
2820 VSA (vector-signal ana-
lyzer), Model 2895 MIMO-syn-
chronization unit, and Model 
280111 MIMO signal-analysis 
software. The system supports 
cellular, WiMax, and WLAN de-
vices. The devices also boast 
�1-nsec signal-sampler syn-
chronization, less-than-1-nsec 
peak-to-peak signal-sampler 
jitter, and less than 1� of peak-
to-peak RF-carrier-phase jitter. 
Because these specifi cations 
permit tight multiunit synchro-
nization, the new system sup-
ports MIMO measurements on 
such signals as 40-MHz IEEE 
802.11n WLAN MIMO.

In RF-communication de-
vices, MIMO increases data 
throughput without using ad-
ditional bandwidth. Keithley’s 
new MIMO-test capability 
combines an advanced test-
ing platform that will meet fu-
ture product-development 
needs and provides the ability 
to test—through a simple soft-
ware upgrade—the most com-
plex signal structures, including 
IEEE 802.16e Wave 2 Mobile 
WiMax, 4G LTE (fourth-gener-
ation long-term evolution), and 
UMB (ultramobile broadband).

The core of the MIMO-RF-
test architecture comprises a 
new RF-signal generator and 
analyzer that operate in two-, 
three-, or four-channel con-
fi gurations and that serve as 

stand-alone instruments or 
system components. The Mod-
el 2920 VSG, which generates 
frequencies as low as 10 MHz, 
offers maximum frequencies 
of 4 or 6 GHz. An optional 
80-MHz-bandwidth AWG (ar-
bitrary-waveform generator) 
with 100M samples of wave-
form memory allows testing of 
such commercial-communica-
tions signals as GSM (global 
system for mobile communica-
tions), EDGE (enhanced data 
for GSM evolution), WCDMA 
(wireless code-division/multi-
ple access), cdma2000, SISO 
(single-input/single-output) 
WLAN, and 40-MHz IEEE 
802.11n WLAN MIMO. In 
both 4- and 6-GHz confi gu-
rations, the Model 2820 VSA 

provides 40-MHz bandwidth 
and can test the same range 
of signals as the Model 2920’s 
optional AWG generates.

The Model 2895 provides 
the system instruments with 
such signals as a local oscilla-

tor, a common clock, and a pre-
cise trigger, and it synchronizes 
MIMO tests on confi gurations 
as complex as 4�4. This capa-
bility provides precise and sta-
ble alignment among as many 
as four signal analyzers and 
generators and allows accurate 
and repeatable measurements 
of OFDM (orthogonal-frequen-
cy-division-multiplexing) MIMO 
signals. The Model 280111 
WLAN 802.11n MIMO-sig-
nal-analysis-software suite of 
PC-based tools supports sin-
gle-channel and multichannel 
analysis of 802.11x signals. 
The software supports 4�4-
MIMO-channel confi gurations. 
US prices for models 2820, 
2920, 2895, and 280111 start 
at $22,500, $17,500, $9900, 
and $9500, respectively.

—by Dan Strassberg
�Keithley Instruments, 
www.keithley.com/pr/077.
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RF-test system supports 4�4 MIMO, 
40-MHz IEEE 802.11n WLAN MIMO

This 4�4-MIMO RF-test 
system’s major components—a 
vector-signal generator and a 
vector-signal analyzer—are half-
rack-width, 3U-high modules.

QUALCOMM MOVES 3G CHIPS TO 45-NM PROCESS

12
.1

4.
07

Qualcomm Inc this month announced that it has made the first phone call on a 3G chip 
it manufactured with 45-nm-process technology. Qualcomm made the call on the 45-
nm chips received from TSMC (Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co, www.tsmc.
com), the largest dedicated semiconductor foundry.

“Thanks to our close strategic-foundry-partner relationship with TSMC, Qualcomm 
is able to leverage leading-edge semiconductor-process technology to advance wire-
less communications,” said Steve Mollenkopf, senior vice president of product man-
agement for Qualcomm CDMA (code-division/multiple-access) technologies, in a 
statement. Qualcomm did not state the technical details of the 45-nm chips in its 
release. However, industry sources report new 45-nm chips targeting mass-market 
smartphones with integrated chips on dual-core technology, multiband RF transceiv-
ers, ARM11 application processors, Bluetooth 2.1 EDR (enhanced-data-rate) systems, 
FM radio, GPS (global-positioning-system) units, and 5M-pixel-camera applications. 
Sources report that the chip sets support UMTS (universal mobile telecommunica-
tions system) or EVDO (evolution-data-optimized) Revision B, with full backward 
compatibility and GPS performance.

Qualcomm in August taped out on its low-power-optimized 45-nm process using 
advanced immersion lithography and extreme low-k intermetal-dielectric material. 
At the same time, the company announced that it had begun work on 40-nm-process 
technology. The fabless company had laid out its 45-nm strategy with TSMC, its tra-
ditional foundry partner, in November 2006. “The first-time silicon success of Qual-
comm’s 3G product using TSMC’s 45-nm process is a testament to the integrated-
foundry model that calls for end-to-end collaboration,” said Mark Liu, senior vice presi-
dent of operations at TSMC, in the statement.—by Suzanne Deffree
�Qualcomm, www.qualcomm.com.
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For development kits, 
samples and datasheets, visit >> 
www.ti.com/cc1111
800.477.8924 ext. 4189

RADIO + MCU + FLASH + USB 
Low-Power RF System-on-Chip

The new CC1111 from Texas Instruments is the fi rst sub-1 GHz RF SoC with an integrated full-speed USB controller, enabling 
a fast and easy bridge between PCs and RF. The integration of a high-performance radio, MCU, Flash memory and USB 
controller results in smaller PCB size, easier assembly and reduced overall system cost. Combined with TI’s SimpliciTI™

network protocol, the CC1111 provides easy development and improved low-power design.

SimpliciTI, High-Performance Analog >> Your Way, Technology for Innovators and the red/black banner are trademarks of Texas Instruments. 1942A0  © 2007 TI  
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What is the UPA’s objective?
The original goal of 
UPA was to create 

standards for coexistence be-
tween broadband-access and 
home-powerline networks. 
However, feedback from the 
market pointed to the need for 
real interoperability standards, 
so UPA decided to extend its 
scope to create UPA DHS 
[digital-home system] and also 
to certify product compliance 
with that standard.

That effort has been quite 
successful. The first 200-
Mbps product introduced in 
the US consumer market 
was based on the UPA stan-
dard, and, according to [mar-
ket-research company] The 
NPD Group, more than 50% 
of 200-Mbps products sold in 
the US retail market are based 
on the UPA specifi cation and 
have the UPA logo.

How does the UPA technol-
ogy modulate data and han-
dle errors?

UPA’s PHY [physical 
layer] is based on OFDM 

[orthogonal-frequency-divi-
sion-multiplexing] modulation. 
OFDM was chosen because of 

its inherent adaptability in the 
presence of frequency-selec-
tive channels, its resilience to 
jamming signals, its robustness 
to impulsive noise, and its ca-
pacity of achieving high spec-
tral effi ciency.

Detection and correction of 
errors is achieved by a concat-
enation of 4-D trellis codes 
and Reed-Solomon forward 
error correction, specially 
tuned to cope with the very 
special powerline-channel im-
pairments. For those cases in 
which packets become so cor-
rupted by noise that they can-
not be recovered, a retrans-
mission mechanism is used. 
Packet fragments are num-
bered individually, and each 
pair of transmitter and receiv-
er keeps track of which one 
has been received correctly 
and which one needs to be re-
transmitted.

How does UPA compen-
sate for varying noise levels 
caused by fl uorescent lights 
and motor-driven products, 
such as vacuum cleaners 
and hair dryers? 

The interesting fea-
ture of noise in power-

line is that it’s not like the fa-
mous “white-gaussian” noise 
in any digital-communications 
textbook. It’s “colored” noise 
(stronger in some frequen-
cies and weaker in others), 
nongaussian (with very strong 
peaks that do not follow a nor-
mal distribution), and nonstatic 
(with short periods of silence 
followed by shorts periods of 
strong noise). So, a powerline 
device has to fi nd out which 
are the “clean” time/frequency 
slots and make sure to avoid 
the noisy ones. Once this is 
done, somebody will plug or 
unplug something in a room 
nearby, and you have to repeat 
the time/frequency analysis all 
over again, in only a few mil-
liseconds, to ensure that the 
user does not experience any 
service interruption. Fortunate-
ly, advances in DSP and ASIC 
technology provide enough 
computing power to perform a 
pretty accurate time/frequency 
analysis of the communication 
medium.

How does UPA handle the 
reality that different circuit 
breakers may feed two pow-
er outlets, either in close 
proximity or not, which a 
consumer may want to inter-
connect via UPA? Even more 
challenging, what if these 
circuits derive from oppo-
site phases of the 220V (US) 
source feed? 

First, let me clarify that 
the fact that two out-

lets are in different circuits 

does not necessarily mean 
that powerline technology 
won’t work there. In general, 
there is suffi cient signal cou-
pling between the wires (due 
to capacitance) to ensure that 
a connection can be done with 
adequate performance. My im-
pression is that a lot of people 
have bad memories from leg-
acy home-control-powerline 
technologies that operated at 
much lower frequencies (ki-
lohertz instead of megahertz) 
and that didn’t work very well 
when sockets were in different 
circuits, phases, or both.

Having said that, it’s also true 
that having signals “jumping” 
from circuit to circuit means 
that signal strength is slightly 
lower, so there is usually a cer-
tain amount of performance 
degradation in that situation. 
If you combine this [fact] with 
additional factors, such as a 
damaged wire and a strong 
noise source and a low imped-
ance due to several devices 
being connected in parallel in 
the same socket, you may fi nd 
sockets where a connection 
cannot be established.

There are cases (in ex-
tremely large homes, or in-
dustrial/commercial environ-
ments) where a combination 
of long distance and circuit/
phase change could result 
in bad performance in some 
socket pairs. UPA provides a 
very elegant and effi cient way 
of solving this problem using 
repeaters. The user needs to 
just connect an additional pow-
erline adapter in a socket close 
to the electrical-switch panel, 
which is the electrical “center 
of gravity” of the building, and 
that adapter will automatically 
become a signal regenerator. 
As far as we know, this feature 
is unique to UPA technology. 
The solution is simple and el-
egant, because no confi gura-
tion and no special hardware 

VOICES

A profusion of incompatible “standards,” the memory of poor 
initial products, and the technical challenge of the applica-
tion have thus far retarded the adoption of powerline net-

working. Chano Gómez, vice president of technology and strate-
gic partnerships with chip maker DS2 (www.ds2.es), offers insight 
into the UPA (Universal Powerline Association, www.upaplc.org) 
technology his company champions. Read an extended version 
of this interview at www.edn.com/071214voices.

Chano Gómez on 
powerline networking’s 
“universal” hope

A

A
A

A
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The highest performance RF amplifi ers.
Across the signal chain, analog is everywhere.

www.analog.com/rfamps-ad

LNAs, IFAs, Gain Blocks, Drivers: Fully Specifi ed for 
Performance-Driven Applications
Introducing four new RF amplifi er families engineered for telecommunica-
tions infrastructure and other demanding wireless applications. Each family 
member is fully specifi ed over frequency, temperature, and supply voltage 
to minimize the need for extensive device characterization.

All of our new RF amplifi ers offer unique performance advantages, such 
as higher linearity, lower noise, and lower supply current. Many also offer 
additional features, such as internal active bias, internal matching, ESD 
protection, and some dual confi gurations. Analog Devices offers high per-
formance RF ICs across the entire signal chain, simplifying the development 
and supply chain process while accelerating time-to-market. 

Analog Devices’ RF amplifi er portfolio provides best-in-class performance, 
integration, and price. For more information about these new RF amps, 
as well as ADI’s other solutions for RF designs, call 1-800-AnalogD or visit 
www.analog.com/rfamps-ad.

RF amplifi ers available in 8-lead LFCSP, 16-lead LFCSP, and SOT-89 
packages—from 6 mm2  to 16 mm2—with single/dual options

Low Noise Amplifiers (LNA)
Part 
Number

Freq Range 
(MHz)

Gain 
(dB)

OIP3
(dBm)

P1dB 
(dBm)

NF
(dB)

Current 
(mA)

Specs @ 
(MHz)

Price

ADL5521 400 to 4000 15.3 35.3 22.5 0.8 65 1950 $2.15

ADL5523 400 to 4000 17.5 33.7 21.9 1.0 65 1950 $2.15

Intermediate Frequency Amplifiers (IFA)
Part 
Number

Freq Range 
(MHz)

Gain 
(dB)

OIP3
(dBm)

P1dB 
(dBm)

NF
(dB)

Current 
(mA)

Specs @ 
(MHz)

Price

ADL5530* DC to 1000 16.8 37.0 21.8 3.0 110 190 $1.56

ADL5531 20 to 500 20.3 40.9 20.7 2.7 101 190 $2.25

ADL5532 20 to 500 16.1 39.1 19.7 3.0 95 70 $2.25

ADL5533 
(75 Ω)

30 to 1000 19.8 37.3 18.7 2.9 66 70 $2.55

ADL5534 
(Dual)

20 to 500 19.8 41.8 20.0 2.5 90 70 $3.29

Gain Blocks
Part 
Number

Freq Range 
(MHz)

Gain 
(dB)

OIP3
(dBm)

P1dB 
(dBm)

NF
(dB)

Current 
(mA)

Specs @ 
(MHz)

Price

AD8353* 1 to 2700 19.5 22.8 8.3 5.6 42 900 $0.48

AD8354* 1 to 2700 19.5 19.3 4.8 4.4 25 900 $0.48

ADL5541 50 to 6000 14.7 39.2 16.3 3.8 92 2000 $1.65

ADL5542 50 to 6000 18.7 39.0 18.0 3.2 92 2000 $1.65

Driver Amplifiers
Part 
Number

Freq Range 
(MHz)

Gain 
(dB)

OIP3
(dBm)

P1dB 
(dBm)

NF
(dB)

Current 
(mA)

Specs @ 
(MHz)

Price

ADL5320 400 to 2700 13.7 42.0 25.6 4.2 104 2140 $2.55

ADL5322 700 to 1000 19.9 45.3 27.9 5.0 320 900 $3.48

ADL5323 1700 to 2400 19.5 43.5 28.0 5.0 320 2140 $3.48

*3 V bias is also supported.
All prices shown are $U.S. in 1k quantities unless otherwise noted.
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or fi rmware is required. (Any 
powerline adapter can be a 
repeater.)

How do you educate con-
sumers to ensure reliable 
powerline-network opera-
tion?

We work on two fronts. 
On one hand, we work 

with our partners with more 
experience in the consumer 
market—companies such as 
Netgear, D-Link, and Buffalo 
Technology—to ensure that 
their product packaging and 
user manuals explain the best 
way to use the product—for ex-
ample, recommending users 
to always connect the adapt-
er directly into a wall socket 
and not into a surge-protected 
power strip.

Additionally, we try to pro-
vide useful feedback to users 
so that they can easily rec-
ognize which is the best way 
to use the product. In Janu-
ary 2007, we launched a ref-
erence design, code-named 
DH10PF, with multicolored 
LEDs, so that users can easily 
see if the network is operating 
at full performance: green for 
excellent performance, yellow 
for good performance, red for 
bad performance. Since then, 
other powerline vendors have 
started to borrow the idea, so 
it must be good.

Vendors market UPA as a 
“200-Mbps” technology, but 
it delivers only a percentage 
of that throughput. Why did 
UPA choose the peak PHY 
rate as the technology des-
ignator? 

Most 802.11g products 
have a label somewhere 

on the box that mentions “54 
Mbps.” If you measure TCP/IP 
[Transmission Control Proto-
col/Internet Protocol] through-
put yourself, you’ll see that the 
maximum you’ll get will be 

around 25 Mbps. If you take 
two UPA powerline adapters 
and perform the same test, 
in the same conditions, you’ll 
get a maximum speed of 95 
Mbps. So, the ratio between 
maximum throughput and PHY 
data rate in UPA is not worse 
than in 802.11g.

If I had the opportunity to 
start all over again, without 
the historic context provided 
by other networking technolo-
gies, I wouldn’t have used the 
200-Mbps label. I’d rather use 
a label that describes the ex-
pected application of the tech-
nology. But, given that we had 
to introduce a new technology 
in a market where consumers 
already knew that 802.11b 
worked at 11 Mbps, 802.11g 
at 54 Mbps, and HomePlug 
1.0 at 14 Mbps, we needed to 
provide a reference that con-
sumers could use for perform-
ing an apples-to-apples com-
parison.

DS2 has recently touted 
“400-Mbps” technology. 
What kind of performance 
can users reasonably ex-
pect to see and when?

From the performance 
point of view, you can 

expect roughly twice the per-
formance of current 200-
Mbps systems. We are not 
providing product details yet. 
You’ll probably see more de-
tails at CES [Consumer Elec-
tronics Show] in January. The 
technology will be backward-
compatible—in the sense of 
“fully interoperable”—with ex-
isting 200-Mbps UPA-com-
pliant products, thus offering 
an easy migration path to our 
current customers. In the past, 
other vendors broke back-
ward interoperability when 
they introduced new perform-
ance levels. That’s the case 
with HomePlug AV products, 
which are not interoperable 

with HomePlug 1.0 or Home-
Plug Turbo products. We want 
to make sure we don’t make 
that mistake in this case.

How much of a concern 
is data security across a 
shared power-distribution 
topology? And how do you 
educate consumers on the 
potential need to change the 
default encryption password 
and make other security ad-
justments?

The latest Aitana chip 
set announced by DS2 

at IDF [Intel Developer Fo-
rum] Fall 2007 provides 256-
bit AES [Advanced Encryption 
Standard] encryption, which, 
as far as I know, is the strong-
est encryption available in any 
powerline product today. The 
encryption engine is hard-
ware-based, and the system 
has been designed in a way 
that provides full performance 
regardless of whether encryp-
tion is used—unlike wireless 
systems, which usually have 
degraded performance when 
encryption is enabled. Aitana 
also supports 156-bit 3DES 
[Triple Data Encryption Stan-
dard] encryption for back-
ward compatibility with previ-
ous products. Key-exchange 
protocols are software-based, 
which means that they can be 
upgraded easily if better proto-
cols are created.

One aspect on which we 
have spent a lot of time and 
engineering resources is fi nd-
ing ways in which users can en-
able security as easily as possi-
ble, even without using a com-
puter. This no-computer goal 
may seem extreme, but it’s im-
portant to note that one of the 
most popular applications of 
UPA technology is for in-home 
distribution of IPTV [Internet 
Protocol-television] content. 
In many cases, subscribers to 
IPTV services may not even 

have a computer. They just 
signed up for the service be-
cause it was cheaper than 
regular cable or maybe had 
better content than satellite. 
They have no idea that their 
TV service is delivered via an 
ADSL2� [asymmetric-digi-
tal-subscriber-line 2-plus] mo-
dem and don’t even know what 
IPTV stands for.

For our DH10PF refer-
ence design, we came up with 
OBUS [one-button security], 
which basically allows the us-
er to set up an encrypted net-
work just by pressing a button 
on each powerline adapter 
within 30 seconds of each 
other. No computer required. 
No passwords to remember. 
If the LED is green, your se-
cure network is up and run-
ning. Other vendors have tried 
similar ideas in the past, but 
with severe limitations: The 
units had to be connected 
physically close to each other 
for initial setup, and complex 
switches had to be confi gured 
for the system to work. We 
think our approach is the most 
user-friendly, and the fact that 
other vendors have started to 
borrow the idea seems to vali-
date that [idea].

Is there hope for a true pow-
erline standard?

Our position here is 
clear: We need a single 

standard with a single PHY and 
a single MAC [media-access 
controller], so that all products 
are interoperable. We are will-
ing to do whatever is needed 
to achieve this [goal], even if 
it means redesigning silicon 
and departing from our cur-
rent PHY, MAC, or both. IEEE 
P1901 represents an excel-
lent opportunity to achieve this 
[goal], but, so far, it looks like 
we as an industry may miss this 
opportunity again.

—by Brian Dipert
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The input signal to the delta-sig-
ma ADC is an ac or dc voltage. This 
and the next three Baker’s Best col-
umns use a single cycle of a sine wave 
as the input signal. Using a 1-bit in-
ternal ADC, the internal converter 
modulator in Figure 1 samples the in-
put signal, producing a coarse, quan-
tized output. The modulator converts 
the analog-input signal into a high-
speed, pulse-wave representation. 
The ratio of ones to zeros in the mod-
ulator’s output pulse train mirrors the 
input-analog voltage. Although the 

modulator produces a noisy output, 
future columns will show that the cir-
cuit “shapes” this noise into the high-

er frequencies of the output spectrum. 
This action paves the way for a low-
noise, high-resolution conversion at 
the output of the digital filter. 

At the modulator output, the dig-
ital filter addresses high-frequency 
noise and high-speed-sample-rate is-
sues. Because the signal now resides 
in the digital domain, you can apply 
a lowpass digital filter to attenuate the 
higher frequency noise and a decima-
tor filter to slow down the output-data 
rate. The digital/decimator filter sam-
ples and filters the modulator’s stream 
of 1-bit codes and creates a slower 
multibit code. 

Although most converters have on-
ly one sample rate, delta-sigma con-
verters have two: the input sampling 
rate and the output-data rate. The ra-
tio of these two meaningful variables 
defines the system’s decimation ratio. 
A strong relationship exists between 
the decimation ratio and the convert-
er’s effective resolution. A future col-
umn will examine how the modulator, 
digital/decimator filter, and adjustable 
decimation ratio work.EDN
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BY BONNIE BAKER

Delta-sigma ADCs in a nutshell 

,,
B A K E R ’ S  B E S T

 D
elta-sigma converters are ideal for converting signals over 
a wide range of frequencies from dc to several megahertz 
with very-high-resolution results. Figure 1 shows the ba-
sic topology, or core, of a delta-sigma ADC, which has an 
internal delta-sigma modulator in series with a digital fil-
ter. As you explore delta-sigma ADCs, you will find that, 

although they have a variety of other features, they all possess this basic 
structure. This column and the next three Baker’s Best columns explore 
the basic topology and functions of these two modules.

At the modulator 
output, the digital 
filter addresses 
high-frequency 
noise and high-
speed-sample-rate 
issues. 

Figure 1 The core functions inside any delta-sigma ADC are a delta-sigma modula-
tor and a digital/decimator filter.
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Mechanical misalignment between the display and the
touch screen includes moving and rotation errors, as
shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the relative position
shifts of ΔX in the X direction and ΔY in the Y direction; and
Figure 3b shows the relative rotation, Δθ, between the LCD
and the touch screen.

Consider a point P, read as (X’, Y’) on the touch screen. The
display should read a moving error like that shown in
Figure 3a as (X’ + ΔX, Y’ + ΔY). For a rotation error like that
shown in Figure 3b, the point on the touch screen is 
(R × cosθ, R × sinθ), or on the display is [R × cos(θ–Δθ), 
R × sin(θ–Δθ)], where R is the distance from origin C, or 
(0, 0), to the point P.

Introduction

Today, more and more applications are using touch screens
or touch panels for equipment with human/machine or
human/computer interfaces. Figure 1 is a block diagram of
a touch-screen system where the touch screen sensor lies
on top of the system’s display, in this case an LCD panel.
Products equipped with a touch screen normally require
calibration upon power up. This abbreviated article
presents an overview of the calibration concepts for 
touch-screen systems. Please see Reference 1 for the com-
plete article.

Calibration in Touch-Screen Systems

BRIEF

By Wendy Fang, Precision Analog Applications,
High-Performance Analog,
and Tony Chang, Precision Analog Nyquist, 
High-Performance Analog
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Figure 1. Typical four-wire resistive touch-screen system
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Touch-Coordinate Errors

When pressure is applied to the touch screen, the touch-
screen controller senses it and takes a measurement of the
X and Y coordinates. Several sources of error can affect the
accuracy and reliability of this measurement. The majority
of these errors can be attributed to electrical noise, scaling
factors, and mechanical misalignments. This article
addresses only the latter two.

Scaling factors and mechanical misalignments originate in
the parts and assembly of the touch screen and the display.
Typically, the touch-screen controller and display in a 
system do not have the same resolution, so scaling factors
are needed to match their coordinates to each other.  “Real-
world” scaling factors may vary from part to part and may
need to be calibrated to reduce or eliminate any mismatch.
An example is shown in Figure 2, where the X-axis scale is
the same on the LCD and the touch screen, or kX = SX/S’X = 1;
but the LCD Y-axis scale is larger than that on the touch
screen, with the scaling factor of kY = SY/S’Y = 3.6/4 = 0.9.
Thus, a point P (X’, Y’) = (2, 2.222) on the touch screen
should be scaled to (X, Y) = (2, 2) for the LCD (the host).
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Mathematical Expressions for Calibration

Calibration of the touch screen translates the coordinates
reported by the touch-screen controller into coordinates
that accurately represent the point and image location on
the display or LCD. The result of calibration is a set of scal-
ing factors that allow correction of the moving and rotation
errors that are due to mechanical misalignments.

Consider the point P, represented as (X, Y) on the display
and (X’, Y’) on the touch panel. Counting in the scaling factor
in Figure 2 and the moving and rotation errors in Figure 3,
the touch-screen coordinate X can be expressed as

where X’ = R × cosθ, Y’ = R × sinθ, αX = kX × cos(Δθ), and 
βX = kX × sin(Δθ). Similarly, the touch-screen coordinate Y
can be expressed as

where αY = – kY × sin(Δθ), and βY = kY × cos(Δθ).

From Equations 1 and 2 it is obvious that to get the coeffi-
cients αX, αY, βX, βY, ΔX, and ΔY, at least three independent
points are needed. The points are independent if they are
not on one linear line. Assuming that (X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), and
(X3, Y3) are three independent points selected on the LCD,
and (X’1, Y’1), (X’2, Y’2), and (X’3, Y’3) are the corresponding
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points on the touch screen, Equations 1 and 2 can be used
to write Equation 3 in matrix form:

(3)

where

Calibration Methods

The three independent calibration points shown in
Equation 3 should be sufficient to get the scaling factors
required to correct the mechanical misalignment between
the touch screen and the system display.

To resolve Equation 3, both sides can be multiplied by the
inverse of matrix A to get

(4)

where A–1 is the inverse of matrix A. The three points—
(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2), and (X3, Y3)—are designed/selected on the
display surface, and the elements in matrix A are measured
from the touch screen during calibration.

Example:Three-Point Calibration

On a display with 256 × 768 resolution, three calibration
points are chosen: (64, 384), (192, 192), and (192, 576).
During calibration, the three points (678, 2169), (2807, 1327),
and (2629, 3367) are measured from a touch panel with 12-
bit or 4096 × 4096 resolution. Equation 3 can then be popu-
lated with these known values.

Applying Equation 4 results in αX = 0.0623, βX = 0.0054, 
ΔX = 9.9951, αY = –0.0163, βY = 0.1868, and ΔY = –10.1458.
Thus the equation for X, from Equation 1, is

X = 0.0623 × X’ + 0.0054 × Y’ + 9.9951; 

and the equation for Y, from Equation 2, is

Y = –0.0163 × X’ + 0.1868 × Y’ – 10.1458.

The complete article in Reference 1 includes a five-point
calibration example, algorithms for three-point and n-point
calibration, and notes about algorithm implementation.
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For large IDMs (integrated-device 
manufacturers) and large companies, 
this model works well. But to use this 
methodology, a company needs a full-
time engineering and CAD (comput-
er-aided-design) staff keeping the Pcell 
generators synchronized. The compa-
ny also requires in-house macro design 
and characterization, as well as part-
nership arrangements with IP provid-
ers so that the IP remains current with 
the process rules and characterization. 
These staffing resources are in addi-
tion to the CAD support staff’s install-
ing and maintaining the EDA tools in 
the design flow and providing all the 
stitch-and-launch code interfacing be-
tween tools.

Smaller companies generally do not 
have these luxuries. The limited man-
power resources at most small compa-
nies and the need to time-share that 
manpower over multiple tasks in the 
course of a design project make these 
luxuries infeasible. These limitations 
drive the smaller fabless companies 
to rely on PDK (process-design-kit) 
packages from the foundries as the ba-
sis for all information. For most sub-
wavelength processes of less than 180 

nm, these PDKs have design rules and 
model changes on a quarterly, month-
ly, and sometimes even weekly basis.

As a result of the constant changes 
in PDKs, most companies have time 
only for validating and correcting their 
custom IP blocks. For this task, down-
loadable technology files and verifi-
cation files provide the most defini-
tive information on the yield and reli-
ability parameters of the process. Most 
print documentation is not as current 
as electronic files. A statistical-design 
approach suits systematic-design vali-
dation, allowing changes to individual 
parameters without context.

But the lack of resources to keep 
everything current creates other seri-
ous problems for smaller design teams. 
From a physical-verification perspec-
tive, the major challenge occurs when 
the design team begins point-rule opti-
mization for yield enhancement. The 
quantity of interrelated design rules 
complicates this task, resulting in a set 
of rules that does not track.

The use of I/O cells from third par-
ties and foundries creates another chal-
lenge. These I/O cells tend to be more 
specialized than the core-library devic-

es in the foundry’s eyes, and the IP pro-
vider develops these cells early in the 
process life cycle. As a result, these de-
vices do not incorporate ongoing pro-
cess enhancements, as the IP supplier 
updates them only every few years.

The last revision issue is with the 
coding for the Pcells or auto-device 
generators. IP groups create Pcell-gen-
erator code for new processes mostly by 
modifying previous-generation legacy 
Pcell code. The method of modifying 
legacy code brings with it assumptions, 
work-arounds, patches, and parameters 
that were originally created to solve 
anomalous problems in previous pro-
cess nodes, and these anomalies may 
not exist or be relevant for the current 
node. This method also limits the Pcell 
environment to using the process pa-
rameters and relationships that were 
available at the time of code migration 
and not incorporating the latest manu-
facturing enhancements. A large num-
ber of the Pcells, despite having geo-
metrically accurate coding, create non-
manufacturable structures, such as do-
nuts with no construction line, off-grid 
vertices, and self-intersecting struc-
tures. As a result, correctly using these 
Pcells requires converting most of them 
to hard cells and then modifying them 
to meet current PDK requirements.

Using the structured-hierarchy 
methodology for SOC construction is 
a good and valid approach. However, 
most companies must allocate signifi-
cant resources to PDK support, Pcell 
and custom-design support, in-house 
macro-revision control, third-party 
IP-revision control and waiver track-
ing, and I/O-cell-revision control and 
waiver tracking. Subwavelength-de-
sign flows have a significantly higher 
cost—both in manufacturing dollars 
and resources—than large-geometry 
processes. Most companies see only 
the manufacturing costs, but the en-
gineering-resource allocation is what 
keeps most projects from completing 
on schedule.EDN

Contact me at pallabc@siliconmap.net.

BY PALLAB CHATTERJEE, CONTRIBUTING TECHNICAL EDITOR

Pcell and IP realities 
for fabless design

,,
TA P E O U T

 T
he current methodology for SOC (system-on-chip) design 
employs a hierarchical approach that maximizes the use of 
IP (intellectual-property) blocks. This method replaces the 
previous one, which used flat files full of gate-level struc-
tures. Third-party IP providers and in-house groups supply 
these IP blocks. Most of the in-house-created IP blocks are 

hierarchical assemblages of primitive devices that automatic cell genera-
tors, such as Pcells, create.
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� More major passive, interconnect and electro-

mechanical brands than other distributors.

� 99% of catalog products ship the same day. 

� Lowest prices guaranteed, or we pay 10%.

� Major brand names and generic equivalents
for even greater cost savings.

Free shipping 
on these and 
79 other brands.
Call for details.

Jameco®

Altera
Analog Devices
Atmel Semiconductor
Avago Technologies
Cypress
Diodes INC.
Fairchild Semiconductor
Freescale Semiconductor
Infineon Technologies
Integrated Devices
Intel Corporation
Intersil
Lattice Semiconductor
Linear Technologies
Lite-On Semiconductor
Maxim
Micron Technologies
Microsemi
National Semiconductor
NEC
NXP (formerly Philips)
Renesas Technology
Sharp Microelectronics
ST Microelectronics
Texas Instruments
Toshiba

Allied®

Analog Devices
Atmel Semiconductor
Avago Technologies
Freescale Semiconductor
Infineon Technologies
Integrated Devices
Intel Corporation
Intersil
Lattice Semiconductor
Maxim
National Semiconductor
NXP (formerly Philips)
ST Microelectronics
Texas Instruments

Newark®

Altera
Analog Devices
Avago Technologies
Cypress
Fairchild Semiconductor
Freescale Semiconductor
Integrated Devices
Intel Corporation
Intersil
Lattice Semiconductor
Maxim
National Semiconductor
ST Microelectronics
Texas Instruments

Mouser®

Atmel Semiconductor
Avago Technologies
Cypress
Diodes INC.
Fairchild Semiconductor
Freescale Semiconductor
Intersil
Lattice Semiconductor
Lite-On Semiconductor
NEC
Sharp Microelectronics
ST Microelectronics
Texas Instruments
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regulated back down to create a 5V-
dc reference. Because this peripheral 
received its power from the USB, we 
had to comply with USB-power specs: 
a 10-�F-capacitor-equivalent maxi-
mum inrush current and maximum 
100-mA current draw from the USB 
supply. Due to the voltage-level trans-
lations in the power supply, the overall 
efficiency of the power supply was ap-
proximately 50%.

During systems testing, we started 
getting reports of intermittent problems 
during boot-up. Some units were slow to 
start up, and some would not start at all. 
We cycled power off and then back on, 
and they would all then work. Initially, 
I couldn’t reproduce the problem in the 
lab. All of the power-supply compo-

nents were operating well within their 
rated capacity, and the reset circuitry 
was triggering at the correct voltage 
level. I added an external reset switch to 
the board to let me better examine the 
reset process and discovered that, when 
I held the processor in reset, the 5V-dc 
supply voltage dropped below the reset 
chip’s threshold voltage, which was the 
immediate cause of the boot-up failure. 
Further investigation showed that the 
USB-supply current increased to al-
most double its normal value while the 
processor was in reset. This doubling 
of supply current exceeded the current 
rating of the 3.3V low-dropout regula-
tor, and its output dropped below 3V 
dc. This drop, which greatly increased 
current draw while the processor was 

in reset, was definitely not something I 
had expected to see.

I started debugging the problem by 
measuring the current draw of each chip 
on the PCB (printed-circuit board). Ev-
erything was nominal until I got to the 
latches. Instead of the microamp cur-
rent draw I was expecting to measure, 
each one was drawing 20 mA. After the 
processor came out of reset, the extra 
current draw stopped, and everything 
began operating normally. We were us-
ing the latches correctly according to 
their data sheet, and the system func-
tioned properly after reset. Disconnect-
ing the external memory didn’t change 
the reset current draw into the latches. 
After some fruitless investigations of the 
latches and external circuitry, I turned 
my attention to the processor. Port 0 of 
the 8052 processor is unique in that it 
has no internal pullup resistors like the 
other ports on the processor. This fact 
gave me an inkling of what might be 
the root cause of the problem. The 8052 
data sheet defines the port pin’s state 
on exiting reset but doesn’t define the 
state while the processor is in reset. It 
turns out that Port 0 goes into high-im-
pedance (open-collector) mode when 
the processor is in reset. This scenario 
leaves the inputs to the latches floating, 
which is undesirable. I added external 
pullup resistors to the Port 0 processor 
pins, eliminating the problem.

We had taken this memory-expan-
sion design directly from the Intel 8052 
data book, and we have used it in many 
designs over the past 25 years without 
ever seeing a problem. In retrospect, I 
realized that all of these designs must 
also draw additional current while in 
reset, but no one had noticed this re-
quirement before because none of the 
designs have power supplies with such 
strict current limitations. Designers 
would have attributed any current spike 
at start-up to inrush current and would 
have ignored these spikes.EDN

Phil Ouellette is a senior engineer at 
Mettler-Toledo Inc. Like Phil, you 
can share your tale and receive $200. 
Contact Maury Wright at mgwright@
edn.com.
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BY PHIL OUELLETTE • METTLER-TOLEDO INCT A L E S  F R O M  T H E  C U B E

 I 
once had to track down an intermittent power-on-reset 
problem. I designed an 8052-processor-based USB periph-
eral with external memory. The design used 74VHC573 oc-
tal latches to demultiplex the memory bus and for memory-
mapped I/O. The power supply was more complicated than 
usual due to the requirements of this device: It needed USB 

power regulated to 3.3V dc, boosted up to 6V dc, and then

Surprise, surprise
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The pursuit of perfection takes time. But you can speed up the unnecessary 

slowdowns. Windows® Embedded helps accelerate the creation of next-generation 

smart, connected devices by giving you access to an active global community: 

forums, newsgroups, tutorials, support, and the MSDN® Windows Embedded Developer 

Center. At the same time, Windows Embedded Partners are there to provide expert 

support and services to help get your devices delivered on time. Learn more about 

how to fast-forward device development at: windowsembedded.com/fastforward

FAST-FORWARD TURNAROUND TIME.
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This fall’s Intel Developer Forum in San Francisco included a section on tech-
nologies that will help extend the computing time of laptop computers. Medis 
Technologies (www.medistechnologies.com) demonstrated its fuel-cell-based, 

$19.95, 1W 24/7 Power Pack for handheld devices, such as cell phones and MP3 
players. The 3.8�2.7�1.4-in. device provides approximately 20 Whrs of energy—
enough to power an iPod for at least 60 hours or provide approximately 30 hours of 
cell-phone talk time. It comes with a standard connector and multiple adapter tips. 
It complies with ROHS (restriction-of-hazardous-substances) directives, and you 
can recycle; just mail it back in its original box to the manufacturer. The company’s 
next-generation product will be a 20W device capable of powering a laptop.

The company based the power pack’s fuel cell 
on a proprietary DLFC (direct-liquid-fuel-cell) 
technology using a liquid-sodium-borohydride 
chemistry. You can store the fuel cell indefi-
nitely and then activate it by removing the pro-
tective green band (not shown) and squeezing 
the top and bottom of the pack (as the above 
photo shows).

The internal fuel-cell stack 
has three bladders. One 
contains a borohydride 
paste that serves as the 
fuel. A second bladder 
contains a saline solvent, 
and the third bladder 
contains an electrolyte. 
Activating the fuel cell 
forces the paste and the 
saline solvent to combine 
with the electrolyte and 
starts the electrochemical 
reaction.

Microfuel cell enables 
ubiquitous computing

PRY FURTHER AT EDN.COM

Go to www.edn.com/pryingeyes 
for past Prying Eyes write-ups.

MARGERY CONNER • TECHNICAL EDITORP R Y I N G  E Y E S

Each bladder has 
a “dagger,” which 
serves as a conduc-
tive path for the liq-
uids and regulates the 
speed at which the 
chemicals combine.

+

The PCB (printed-cir-
cuit-board) assembly 
includes a proprietary 
power-control chip. 
It has an output volt-
age of 3.6 to 5.45V, 
a continuous-current 
output as high as 220 
mA, nominal power as 
great as 1W, and full 
short-circuit protec-
tion.
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AUTOMATICALLY-GENERATED CODE FLYING AT MACH 9.8.

THAT’S MODEL-BASED DESIGN.

When NASA made history by
launching the X-43A, 
automatically-generated flight code
was at the controls for the vehicle’s
propulsion and stability systems.
Engineers developed the autopilot
within a radically reduced timeframe
using Model-Based Design and
Simulink. To learn more, go to 
mathworks.com/mbd

Accelerating the pace of engineering and science ©2006 THE MATHWORKS, INC.
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ANALOG ICs

Analog Devices
AD8663 precision 
16V op amps
www.analog.com

Analog Devices
AD5754R multichannel 
DACs
www.analog.com

Austriamicrosystems
AS1710 amplifier
www.austriamicrosystems.
com

Cypress
EZ-Color controller
www.cypress.com

Kenet
KAD5512-50 12-bit, 500M-
sample/sec ADC
www.kenetinc.com

Linear Technology
LTC6400 1.8-GHz ampli-
fier
www.linear.com

Maxim Integrated Products
MAX13486E RS485 
transceivers
www.maxim-ic.com

Maxim Integrated Products
MAX9730 audio amplifier
www.maxim-ic.com
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Visit www.edn.com/hot100 for additional coverage����

AS THE MERCURY DROPS below freezing, it’s nice to be able to focus our attention on 
something hot. For some of you, this scenario might mean lounging on a sunny beach in 
Hawaii, piña colada in hand. For EDN, it’s compiling our annual Hot 100 Products list. 
The following pages list those products and technologies we chose from our print and Web 
pages in 2007 that our editors believe generated heat in the electronics community—from 
analog ICs to test-and-measurement devices. Warm up (pun intended) by reading the list 
here, and then go to www.edn.com/hot100 for links to EDN’s original coverage of each of 
these hot and innovative products. (Be careful you don’t burn yourselves!) And, as always, 
for continuous new-product coverage, visit www.edn.com/productfeed.
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Melexis
MLX90316 Hall-effect 
rotary-position IC
www.melexis.com

SMSC
EMC1046/47 and 
EMC1428 SMBus 
temperature monitors
www.smsc.com 

COMMUNICATIONS AND 
NETWORKING

Avnera
AudioMagic wireless 
audio-transmitter/
receiver chip set
www.avnera.com

Hifn
4450 FlowThrough 
communication processor
www.hifn.com

Intellon
INT6300 HomePlug 
AV transceiver
www.intellon.com

COMPONENTS, 
ACTUATORS, AND 
SENSORS

Allegro MicroSystems
A3423 dual-channel 
direction-detection sensor
www.allegromicro.com 

Analog Devices 
ADIS 16355 inertial-
measurement unit
www.analog.com 

Copley Controls Corp 
Model STA11 direct-drive 
linear actuator 
www.copleycontrols.com 

Dimatix
Printer cartridge for 
organic electronics R&D
www.dimatix.com

Laird Technologies
Activv internal-antenna 
circuit 
www.lairdtech.com 

Luxtera
40G optical active cable
www.luxtera.com 

Microbridge Technologies
MBT-303-A MEMS-based 
resistor divider 
www.mbridgetech.com 

Molex
I-Trac backplane 
connector system
www.molex.com

Nuventix
Synjet cooling device
www.nuventix.com

Omron
WXA-N2SL surface-
mounted polymeric 
antenna
www.omron.com 

Semtech
EClamp238xP
www.semtech.com

Seoul Semiconductor
Acriche AW32X0 ac-pow-
ered high-brightness LED
www.acriche.com

STMicroelectronics
VM6101 color-ambient-
light sensor
www.st.com

STMicroelectronics
LIS302ALK three-axis 
accelerometer
www.st.com

TeraVicta Technologies
TT2214AD and TT1414AD 
MEMS switches
www.teravicta.com

COMPUTERS, BUSES, 
AND BOARDS

Adlink Technology Inc
NuPro-965 single-board 
computer
www.adlinktech.com

Aitech Defense Systems Inc
C108 single-board 
computer
www.rugged.com

Domain Technologies
A3P-MRAM-1000 
development card
www.domaintec.com

Embedded Systems 
Design Inc
StreamBlade SOE-4 
single-board computer
www.embedded-sys.com

Emerson Network Power
KonsaiPM AdvancedMC 
module
www.gotoemerson.com

Extreme Engineering 
Solutions
XPedite8070 single-
board computer
www.xes-inc.com

Kontron America
ETXexpress-MC 
computer on module
www.kontron.com

MEN Micro Inc
D7 server blade
www.menmicro.com

National Instruments 
cRIO-9014 controller 
www.ni.com

Pentek Inc
Model 7140-420 
transceiver
www.pentek.com

Sensoray Inc
Model m2251 frame 
grabber
www.sensoray.com

WinSystems
PPM-GX single-board 
computer
www.winsystems.com

DATA STORAGE

Hitachi
Desktstar 7K1000 1-Tbyte, 
3.5-in. hard-disk drive
www.hitachigst.com

Samsung
MH80 hybrid hard-disk 
drive
www.samsung.com

Seagate
Momentus 5400 PSD 
hybrid hard-disk-drive 
family
www.seagate.com

Toshiba
MK3252GSX 320-Gbyte, 
2.5-in. hard-disk drive
www.toshibastorage.com

DIGITAL, MEMORY, AND 
PROGRAMMABLE ICs

Actel
Igloo FPGA and Libero 
8.1 development tool
www.actel.com

Altera
Arria GX FPGA
www.altera.com

Lattice Semiconductor
XP2 FPGA
www.latticesemi.com

PLX Technology
89PESxxx PCIe Gen2 
switches
www.plxtech.com

SST
All-In-OneMemory
www.sst.com

STMicroelectronics
STMPE2401 logic-
expander chip
www.st.com

Toshiba America
TC358730XBG MIPI 
controller
www.toshiba.com

Xilinx
Spartan-3AN FPGA
www.xilinx.com

EDA
Apache Design Solutions
Sentinel system-analysis 
tool
www.apache-da.com

Visit www.edn.com/hot100 for additional coverage����
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Breker Verification Systems
Trek functional-
test-synthesis tool
www.brekersystems.com 

Calypto
PowerPro CG 
clock-gating tool
www.calypto.com

Certess
Certitude functional-
qualification tool
www.certess.com

CLK Design Automation
Amber Analyzer 
timing-analysis tool
www.clkda.com

GateRocket
RocketDrive simulation 
accelerator
www.gaterocket.com

Mentor Graphics
Veloce logic emulator
www.mentor.com

Pyxis Technology
Nexus Route IC router
www.pyxistech.com

Sigrity
OptimizePI decoupling-
capacitor tool
www.sigrity.com

Solido Design Automation
SolidoStat statistical-
analysis tool
www.solidodesign.com

Synopsys
VMM IC-verification tools
www.synopsys.com

POWER 
SEMICONDUCTORS 
AND ICs

Catalyst Semiconductor
CAT4201 buck-regulator 
driver
www.catsemi.com

Fairchild
FAN5350 buck converter
www.fairchildsemi.com

Intersil
ISL6257 NVDC battery-
charger controller
www.intersil.com

Linear Technology
LT4356-1 overvoltage 
protection
www.linear.com

Linear Technology
LT3080 adjustable linear 
regulator
www.linear.com

National Semiconductor
LM25574/5/6 Simple 
Switcher
www.national.com

National Semiconductor 
FPD95120 display driver
www.national.com

Power Integrations
DPA422 power-over-
Ethernet chip
www.powerint.com

Texas Instruments
bq27500 system-side 
battery-fuel gauge 
www.ti.com

POWER SOURCES

Cap-xx
HS and HW line of 
supercapacitors
www.cap-xx.com

Cherokee International
CAR2500 front-end/
rectifier series
www.cherokeepwr.com

Coldwatt
1U1200W power supply
www.coldwatt.com 

EaglePicher
Catheter-implantable 
Micro battery
www.eaglepicher.com 

Linear Technology
Switching buck and buck-
boost power modules
www.linear.com

Maxwell Technologies
HTM390 ultracapacitor
www.maxwell.com

NetPower
NAT1vvvvXcc family of 
point-of-load converters 
www.netpowercorp.com

Power-One
SSQE48T2033 16th-brick 
converter
www.power-one.com

XP Power
MFA350 ac/dc-power 
supply
www.xppower.com

PROCESSORS

Advanced Micro Devices
Barcelona quad-core 
Opteron microprocessor
www.amd.com

Atmel
AVR32 UC3 processor 
and core
www.atmel.com

Freescale
Flexis QE128 processors
www.freescale.com

Intel
Penryn 45-nm 
microprocessor family
www.intel.com

Intel
Santa Rosa mobile-
core-logic chip set
www.intel.com

Intel
E5335 and E5345
quad-core Xeon 
embedded processors
www.intel.com

Microchip
PIC32 32-bit 
microcontrollers
www.microchip.com

MIPS
1-GHz 74K processor 
core
www.mips.com

Nvidia
GeForce 8800 series 
graphics processors
www.nvidia.com

Stream Processors
SP16-G160 and SP8-G80 
processors
www.streamprocessors.com

Texas Instruments
TMS320DM355 DaVinci 
processor
www.ti.com

Tilera
Tile64 processor
www.tilera.com

SOFTWARE

Hi-Tech Software
PICC-18-Pro OCG 
(omniscient-code-
generation) compiler
www.htsoft.com

Mathworks
Matlab 7.5
www.mathworks.com

Microsoft
Microsoft Robotics 
Studio
www.microsoft.com/robotics

TEST & MEASUREMENT

Agilent
DP1400 PCI digitizer
www.agilent.com

LeCroy Corp
Eye Doctor
www.lecroy.com

National Instruments
PXIe-5122 PXIe digitizer
www.ni.com

Tektronix
AWG5000 arbitrary-
waveform generator
www.tektronix.com
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Intersil – Amplify your performance with advanced signal processing.
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High Performance Analog

Intersil High Speed Analog

Souped Up. Ready to Go.

Intersil offers a wide portfolio of High Speed 
Analog, including the industry's first Triple 
1GHz Current Feedback Op Amp. 

High Speed Analog:
Op Amps
Comparators
Differential Drivers
Receivers
Pin Drivers

A/D Converters
D/A Converters
High Speed Serial Comm
Clock Generation/Synthesis
RF Products

World's Fastest and Only Triple 1GHz Current 
Feedback Amplifier

EL5367

World's Fastest Amplifier in Tiny SC-70 Package
Get blazing speed and reduce board size. We’ve packed 
1.4MHz performance in an SC-70 package. This is the 
smallest and fastest amp with just 9mA power consumption.

EL5167

Get Current Feedback Performance with Voltage 
Feedback Control
Intersil has eliminated the nasty tradeoff between ease of 
use, DC accuracy, and pure speed. Get up to and above 
700MHz with virtually unlimited slew rate, almost zero 
overshoot, and low power consumption.

EL5104

Go to www.intersil.com for samples, datasheets and support

Handles ultra-high resolution video with room to spare. 
1GHz gain of 1 bandwidth and 800MHz gain of 2 
bandwidth into a 150    load. 6000V/µs typical slew rate.
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   EMBEDDED ELECTRONICS GUIDES 

   CASINO 
       GAMING
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 W
hen you step into a casino in Las Vegas or thousands of other 
gambling venues around the world, you immediately face a bom-
bardment of multimedia sounds and images from a vast collec-
tion of embedded devices, all carefully designed to provide en-
tertainment and maximize stockholder revenue. These modern 
electronic gambling machines employ the latest high-perform-
ance computing and graphics technology along with built-in se-
curity to protect the system integrity and guard against hacking. 
In addition to the multitude of gaming devices, the industry has 

adopted electronics technology to provide real-time player tracking, surveillance, security, 
data analysis, and accounting. Casinos also depend on system manufacturers and embedded-
system designers to provide a constant flow of increasingly complex gaming products to at-
tract the next generation of casino patrons.

WITH LEGAL-GAMBLING REVENUES 
SKYROCKETING AND ELECTRONICS 
TECHNOLOGY AT CENTER STAGE, 
EMBEDDED-SYSTEM MANUFACTURERS 
ARE LINING UP TO BET ON THE FUTURE.

BY WARREN WEBB • TECHNICAL EDITOR
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An enormous potential market ex-
ists in the gaming industry for embed-
ded boards and devices. Experts predict 
that worldwide revenues from casino 
gambling will grow from almost $70 bil-
lion in 2004 to more than $100 billion 
in 2009. The United States alone gener-
ates approximately 60% of this revenue. 
As these revenues increase and new 
venues, such as American Indian casi-
nos, proliferate, operators are investing 
in the latest electronic-gaming machin-
ery to attract players from the competi-
tion. Other gambling operations, such 
as legal bookmaking, lotteries, pari-mu-
tuel wagering, and even charitable bin-
go games, are also turning to embedded 
electronics to speed play and enhance 
information delivery.

Electronics in gaming has its roots in 
the slot machines that casino owners in 
Las Vegas placed in the early days to en-
tertain the wives and girlfriends of seri-
ous gamblers. Slot machines have since 
transformed from these vintage me-
chanical contraptions that accept and 
pay off in coins to today’s electronic 
marvels that accept only paper currency 
and pay out with a voucher. Although 
modern slot machines may offer denom-
inations as low as one penny, designers 
structure these games to encourage play-
ers to increase their bets with multiple 
pay lines and hidden bonuses. Even tra-
ditional table games, such as blackjack, 
poker, and roulette, have electronic 
equivalents or add-ons to enhance the 
experience and to speed play. Electronic 
gaming today accounts for 70 to 80% of 
casino revenue.

WEB THREAT
If you ignore the nongaming enter-

tainment that casinos provide, the In-
ternet provides most of the elements 
necessary to be a potential threat to the 
legal-gambling industry. For example, a 
reasonably fast desktop computer con-
nected to the Internet can duplicate the 
entire visual and acoustic stimulus nec-
essary to duplicate most casino games. 
An online-gambling site should be able 
to entice players with higher payouts by 
eliminating the labor, real estate, and 
even the specialty electronics that brick-
and-mortar casinos require. Although 
many of these Web sites do exist, Inter-
net gambling runs into a complicated se-
ries of laws and regulations. The Federal 

Wire Act prohibits gambling businesses 
from using telecommunications wires 
to transmit bets, and credit-card regu-
lations forbid these wires’ use in online 
gambling. To avoid these regulations, 
gambling Web sites require prepayment 
by check and reside outside the United 
States.

Despite the possible challenge from 
the Internet, the casino-gaming indus-
try is stable and offers plenty of oppor-
tunities for embedded-system design-
ers and manufacturers. Similar to the 
military and aerospace segments, the 
highly regulated casino-gaming devic-
es require certified manufacturing and 
testing processes. Before an electronic 
slot machine appears on a casino floor, 
it must undergo a detailed certification 
audit by an outside testing organization, 
such as GLI (Gaming Laboratories In-

ternational). These audits examine 
physical security, random-number 
generation, software integrity, docu-

mentation, and all electronic circuitry. 
GLI offers a series of gaming-machine 
standards, which regulating agencies 
can use as is or modify.

Product certification is an expensive 
process and is valid for only a single 
hardware and software configuration. 
Because regulating agencies must re-
certify any changes or updates, system 
designers usually employ tried and true 
subsystems with long-term availability. 
The cost of certifying a new embed-
ded board will easily exceed the cost of 
purchasing or remanufacturing a board 
even if it means using old technology 
with components nearing end-of-life 
status. Manufacturers in highly regu-
lated industries have developed mul-
tiple techniques, such as bulk compo-
nent purchases and extended produc-
tion contracts with silicon vendors, to 
extend product life cycles. 

Gaming devices must incorporate 
physical deterrents to dissuade hackers 
and safeguard internal circuitry. Manu-
facturers typically use a hardened enclo-
sure requiring specialized equipment to 
open. Designers should build the internal 
parts of PCBs (printed-circuit boards) 
with security in mind. For instance, hid-
ing the critical signals inside the internal 
layers in BGA (ball-grid-array) packag-
es makes probing and reverse-engineer-
ing the devices more difficult. Although 
hackers can remove some formulations 
with acid, the use of epoxies and con-
formal coatings also protects all or part 
of a product’s sensitive internal circuitry. 
In addition to physical protection, em-
bedded-system designers also employ 
open security standards. For example, 
the TCG (Trusted Computing Group) 
Standard 1.2 limits access to protected 
data, authenticates the identity of com-
puters, and manages user privacy. An 
embedded TPM (Trusted Platform Mod-
ule) enables these functions by monitor-
ing the boot process to create hash val-
ues or checksums for the important ele-
ments, such as the BIOS, device drivers, 
and operating-system loaders. The TPM 
stores these values and compares them 
with the reference values that define the 
trustworthy status of the platform. The 
TPM also provides public/private-key 
RSA (Rivest/Shamir/Adleman) encryp-

Figure 1 The iQ965-CI single-board com-
puter combines Trusted Platform Module 
security technology and multimedia I/O 
for gaming-device applications.

AT A  G LAN CE
Casino gaming is a huge 

and growing industry that depends 
solely on embedded electronics and 
software for new devices.

Gaming devices must incorpo-
rate sophisticated physical and soft-
ware obstacles to discourage hack-
ers and safeguard internal circuitry.

Embedded boards for the gam-
ing industry must guarantee an 
extended life cycle and pass a 
detailed configuration certification.

New casino industry trends, such 
as mobile and server-based gam-
ing, will require a new generation of 
hardware, software, and security.
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tion and decryption along with 
a tamper-proof on-chip memory 
for keys and passwords. 

Advansus, a joint-venture com-
pany of ASUS and Advantech, recent-
ly released a single-board computer ad-
dressing the multimedia, security, and 
longevity needs of the gaming industry. 
The iQ965-CI combines TPM-security 
technology and 7.1-channel amplified-
audio performance with Intel’s Q965 
chip set and the Core 2 Duo proces-
sor (Figure 1). The MiniITX mother-
board module features the Infineon SLB 
9635 TPM chip set to ensure authentic-
ity, software integrity, and confidenti-
ality in network communications. The 
iQ965-CI receives its power from Intel 
3000 graphics-media-accelerator tech-
nology, which supports DirectX 9.0c, 
Pixel Shader 2.0, 256 Mbytes of video 
memory, and a dual independent display 
through advanced digital-display or me-
dia-expansion cards. The motherboard 
accommodates one 16-lane PCI Express 
slot for a secondary display and includes 
one GbE (Gigabit Ethernet), two SATA 
(serial-advanced-technology-attach-
ment), six USB, and two serial ports.

GAMING STANDARDS
As gaming-device manufacturers 

slowly adopt newer embedded-system 
technology, open standards for commu-
nications between boards, subsystems, 
servers, and management systems from 
multiple manufacturers become critical. 
The GSA (Gaming Standards Associa-
tion) offers a series of communications 
specifications for free downloading at its 
Web site. The association’s GDS (Gam-
ing Device Standard) communications 
protocol controls the flow of informa-
tion between a slot-machine controller 
and the local array of peripheral devic-
es, including bill validators, card read-
ers, and ticket printers. The GSA also 
supplies a G2S (Game-to-System) stan-
dard based on Ethernet, TCP/IP (Trans-
mission Control Protocol/Internet Pro-
tocol), and XML (Extensible Markup 
Language), which will allow the indus-
try to securely migrate to new technolo-
gies, such as server-based games over in-
tranet or Internet environments.

Embedded technology in gaming also 
extends to the traditional table games. 
With the right data-capture tools, ca-
sino operators can monitor player be-
havior to detect card counting, adjust 

promotions, and minimize dealer errors. 
For example, International Game Tech-
nology, Shuffle Master, and Progressive 
Gaming International have joined forc-
es to create the Table iD table-game-
automation system. The system com-
bines a software-based table manager, 
an RFID (radio-frequency-identifica-
tion) chip-scanner module, and an opti-
cal card-shuffling shoe. The latest RFID 
gaming chips operate in the 13.56-MHz 
frequency range and store more than 10 
kbits. During play, chip readers at each 
position identify and record the bets that 
each player makes. The multideck card 
shuffler and integral optical shoe record 
every card dealt to each player, exposing 
game-play patterns. The Table iD sys-
tem calculates player betting patterns, 
summarizes dealer activity, and records 
player decisions per hour (Figure 2). 
The system automatically updates infor-
mation such as average bet and win/loss 
record without user interaction.

In a technology advancement that 
could revolutionize gaming devices, 

PureDepth Inc recently signed an agree-
ment with International Game Tech-
nology to develop slot machines with 3-
D displays. PureDepth’s patented MLD 
(multilayer-display) technology uses 
two distinct screens to simulate depth 
(Figure 3). One of the two screens sits 
in front of the other, and a clear inter-
stitial layer lies in between. When the 
system displays coordinated foreground 
and background images, they appear to 
be 3-D from any angle and without any 
loss of resolution. MLDs overcome is-
sues of left- and right-eye convergence 
and restrictions in the viewing angle be-
cause they do not use a stereoscopic-3-
D approach. The technology will allow 
slot-machine developers to replace the 
mechanical reels still present in many 
devices with a 3-D simulation. This all-
digital approach also enables casinos to 
remotely change individual games to 
meet real-time demand.

Immersion also promises to upgrade 
the slot-machine- and video-poker-in-
teraction experience with TouchSense 
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Figure 2 The Table iD system collects information from RFID chips and card readers to 
provide a snapshot of each player’s gambling activity.
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technology, which provides a hap-
tic response that synchronizes with 
sound and graphical-image chang-
es. Active touchscreens can mea-

sure as much as 32 in. diagonally, and 
various responses depend on the on-
going action. For example, dragging a 
finger across displayed cards produces 
a click as each card is passed. Similar-
ly, moving an on-screen slot lever pro-
duces a slight pulse as each rolling dis-
play comes to a stop. A small electro-
mechanical actuator, like the vibrator 
in mobile phones, provides the physi-
cal movement; a tactile “effect” library 
controls this actuator. Immersion offers 
developers a TouchSense integration kit 
that includes the components, software, 
and guidelines for integrating the tech-
nology into production-ready designs.

ON-THE-RUN GAMBLING
The casino industry is revamping its 

networking infrastructure to prepare for 
the newest enterprise-level technologies: 
mobile and server-based gaming. The 
NGC (Nevada Gaming Commission) 
recently indicated that it will permit 
gambling on mobile devices within the 

casino and surrounding hotel grounds. 
Because the NGC is a leader in gaming 
trends, mobile gambling could easily be-
come standardized worldwide. In a typi-
cal scenario, the casino would provide 
players with a mobile device that would 

connect wirelessly with the enterprise 
network. The player can then select var-
ious games and gamble while roaming 
in certain areas of the casino grounds. 
Obviously, this mobility creates a set of 
device- and network-security problems 

Figure 3 With two distinct screens sitting one behind the other to simulate depth, 
PureDepth’s MLD provides a realistic 3-D display.
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for embedded-system designers. De-
vices must provide physical security, 
location awareness, and strong net-
work authentication but still retain the 
size necessary for portability.

Server-based gaming consists of net-
works of individual gambling devices 
that are controlled from a central loca-
tion. Each server can control networks 
at a single casino or multiple sites to 

provide software updates, sched-
ule maintenance, or change the 

mix of games. Casino operators can 
target the game collection to the player 
demographics as well as experiment with 
new games for little cost. Server-based 
gaming also allows operators to coordi-
nate bonus prizes among multiple groups 
of machines. The overall objective of 
server-based gaming is to reduce the cost 

of individual gaming devices by simpli-
fying the internal computing require-
ments and eliminating device diversity. 
As with mobile gambling, server-based 
gaming creates security problems for sys-
tem designers because data communica-
tions may travel outside the controlled 
casino environment.

Although casino gaming is a highly 
regulated and controlled industry, ven-
dors are infusing new embedded tech-
nologies into the mix with each device 
generation. The size and growth rate of 
the industry continue to lure embedded-
system designers and manufacturers for a 
share of the profits. The only potential 
risk to the industry’s continued success 
is the possible legalization of Internet 
gambling, a scenario in which any hotel 
could transform itself into a casino using 
nothing more than a group of Internet-
connected desktop computers.EDN
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AS HIGH-BRIGHTNESS 
LEDs INCREASE IN 

POWER, THEY WILL 
ENABLE NEW APPLICA-

TIONS RANGING 
FROM ARCHITECTURAL 
LIGHTING TO MEDICAL 

PRODUCTS. ENERGY 
STAR LIGHTING STAN-

DARDS ARE EVOLVING 
TO KEEP THE FOCUS 

ON TOTAL SYSTEM 
EFFICIENCY.

usher in new 
applications 
and standards

 LEDs HIGH-BRIGHTNESS 

T
he HB LED (high-brightness light-
emitting diode) continues to increase 
in power: For example, Cree current-
ly offers devices capable of producing 
88 lm/W, and plans call for the emer-
gence of 100-lm/W devices by year-
end and 150-lm/W devices within 
five years. As individual components, 
HB LEDs are more efficient than in-

candescent or even fluorescent lights. However, at 
the system level, their advantages fade because you 
must factor in the power losses they entail, includ-
ing ac/dc and dc/dc conversion and current regula-
tion. In addition, the LED lighting fixture, or lumi-
naire, introduces losses, and the LED assembly itself 
has thermal losses.

BY MARGERY CONNER • TECHNICAL EDITOR

DECEMBER 14, 2007  |  EDN  43
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The US DOE (Department of Ener-
gy) recently finalized a new Energy Star 
specification for SSL (solid-state-light-
ing) luminaires so that system designers 
can use consistent comparison numbers 
for lighting sources and fixtures. Rather 
than looking at HB LEDs’ luminous effi-
ciency at the component level, the new 
specification looks at the overall lumi-
naire efficacy.

Current-driven LEDs’ light is direct-
ly proportional to forward current. The 
devices have the steep voltage-to-cur-
rent curve you’d expect from a diode, in 
which even a small change in voltage re-
sults in a relatively large change in cur-
rent and, therefore, brightness, making it 
important to control current rather than 
voltage (Reference 1). Many IC manu-
facturers, usually those in the power-con-
troller business, have entered the LED-
driver-current-regulator market. These 
vendors include Texas Instruments, Na-
tional Semiconductor, Intersil, Cypress, 
Maxim, and Linear Technology.

In addition to the current regulator, 
the lighting system may have to include 
an ac/dc converter, or, for battery-pow-
ered systems, it may require a dc/dc boost 
converter. Overall, the system may lose 
10 to 15% of the system power in con-
version inefficiencies alone. In addition, 
the loss of as many as half the lumens in 
SSL can occur in the fixture itself due to 
reflection and lens losses.

The criteria for the Energy Star SSL 
specification will go into effect on Sept 
30, 2008 (Reference 2). The specifica-
tion has two parts. Category A covers 
parts that are available today. It states 
that a Category A-compliant recessed 
lighting fixture, or “downlight,” must be 
35 lm/W. Category B will cover the effi-
cient SSL devices that will have emerged 
within three years. At that time, SSL 
will rival today’s most efficient lighting 
systems using traditional light sources. 
For example, the best commonly avail-
able, high-performance T8 fluorescent-
lamp and electronic-ballast systems cur-
rently produce approximately 100 lm/
W. High-quality fixtures for these lamp-
ballast systems are approximately 70% 
efficient, yielding 70-lm/W luminaire 
efficacy. Based on today’s commercially 
available SSL technology, HB-LED lu-
minaires cannot achieve the Category 
B level of minimum luminaire efficacy. 
However, LED technology is advancing 
rapidly and likely will meet Energy Star’s 

Category B requirements. But LEDs have 
strengths in addition to efficiency and 
longevity, which make SSL worth pur-
suing even before further efficiencies are 
available. For example, dimming is diffi-
cult with fluorescent lighting, whereas it 
involves only a straightforward drop in 
current for LEDs. In addition, you can 
dynamically change the color of a room 
with LEDs by having arrays of cool- and 
warm-white LEDs. Expect that SSL 
will become a significant technology in 
home and industrial lighting in the next 
five years (Reference 3).

Most HB LEDs available today re-
quire dc voltage and current, so most 
of an SSL system comprises the conver-
sion circuitry to convert from ac power 
to regulated dc power. However, Seoul 
Semiconductor recently introduced its 
Acriche HB LED, which runs directly 
off ac power (Figure 1). You use a single 
surface-mount resistor to set the input 
voltage, which can range from 100 to 
110V ac and 220 to 230V ac. At the die 

level, the LED consists of layers 
of LED-semiconductor junc-
tions. The diode junctions build 

up until the total forward voltage is rela-
tively close to the ac voltage of 110 or 
220V. The devices have two series of op-
posing LEDs. The first turns on and con-
ducts over the positive-voltage half of 
the cycle, and the second conducts over 
the second half of the cycle, so that the 
LED emits light over the entire ac-volt-
age cycle. Running directly off the ac 
and simplifying the power-conversion 
circuitry increase system reliability and 
decrease design time. The Acriche HB 
LEDs come in two models: the AW3200 
for 100/1110V and the AW3220 for 
220/230V. Both versions provide 59 
lm/W, which is lower than but compa-
rable with the light that dc-powered HB 
LEDs produce.

As energy costs continue to rise, light-
ing efficiency increases in importance. 
The US DOE estimates that lighting us-
es 20% of a building’s electricity. How-
ever, in developing countries, which of-
ten lack reliable grid power, individuals 
can procure reliable nighttime lighting 
using solar-panel-based SSL to power 
batteries. The only other option is often 
kerosene lanterns, which are both dan-
gerous and expensive (see sidebar “Sol-
id-state lighting offers efficient relief for 
light-starved countries”).

In addition to HB LEDs’ obvious ad-
vantages of efficiency and lifetime, they 
have other strong points that make them 
attractive for nontraditional lighting ap-
plications. For example, their narrow 
light spectrum makes them well-suited 
for applications such as bilirubin lights. 
Bilirubin is a reddish-yellow organic 
compound derived from hemoglobin 
during the normal destruction of eryth-
rocytes. An excess of bilirubin can cause 
hyperbilirubinemia, with symptoms in-
cluding jaundice—yellowish discolor-
ation of tissues, including the sclera, or 
“white of the eye,” and bodily fluids. Al-
though low levels of bilirubin are not 
usually a concern, large amounts can 
circulate to tissues in the brain and may 
cause seizures and brain damage in new-
borns. Fortunately, the condition usual-
ly responds to a phototherapeutic treat-
ment because bilirubin absorbs blue light 
and breaks down into a water-soluble 
form that passes out of the body (Figure 
2). The light is most effective in the nar-
row blue range of 458 to 462 nm. In the 

Figure 1 The Acriche series of HB LEDs 
from Seoul Semiconductor runs directly 
off ac-line voltage with no power conver-
sion or regulation. It provides 59 lm/W of 
light.

AT A  G LAN CE
Overall lighting-system efficiency 

includes power conversion, current 
regulation, and the HB-LED (high-
brightness-light-emitting-diode) 
fixture itself, not just the efficiency of 
the HB LED die.

HB-LED-lighting systems are 
currently less efficient than the most 
efficient fluorescent lights. But the 
HB LEDs will catch up within three 
years.

HB LEDs’ additional advantages 
of pure light, ruggedness, and dim-
ness control will help them move 
into new medical and lighting 
applications.
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past, therapeutic bilirubin lights have 
comprised custom-made blue fluorescent 
tubes and color filters. However, fluores-
cent lights have a relatively wide opti-
cal spectrum. Although the distribution 
centers on the desired wavelength, the 

spectral distribution has lobes on both 
sides, indicating light energy that is less 
effective at breaking down the bilirubin 
and resulting in a longer treatment pe-
riod. Blue-LED bilirubin lights, in con-
trast, can target the correct frequency 

with almost no wasted light energy. In 
addition, LED-based bilirubin lights are 
mechanically stable, have greater lon-
gevity, and are cheaper than fluorescent 

devices. In the future, photother-
apy will deliver light through 
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Some 1.6 billion people live in ar-
eas with abundant sunlight but little 
electricity. These people often must 
use expensive, heavily polluting, or 
hazardous methods for basic light-
ing. Now, the rapid evolution of LED 
(light-emitting-diode) technology 
promises to bring inexpensive, ubiq-
uitous, off-grid solar lighting one 
step closer to reality.

One new-product concept compris-
es a laptop-sized, rooftop-mounted 
solar panel; heavy-gauge indoor wir-
ing; and a lead-acid gel battery that 
powers eight 700-mA, highly effi cient, 
3.75V LEDs connected in series (Fig-
ure A). The Intersil ISL97801 HPLED 
(high-power-LED) driver powers 
this circuit. This driver has an inte-

grated 3A switch, I/O short-circuit 
protection, and a confi gurable buck- 
or boost-driving architecture. In addi-
tion to PWM dimming, the ISL97801 
can work with analog control that al-
lows a rotary switch or an up/down-
interface digital potentiometer to 
provide manual dimming, which fur-
ther conserves energy.

Intersil has verifi ed the circuit in 
the laboratory, where the circuit 
drives eight HPLEDs at 700 mA and 
12V for 18W of lighting. Effi ciency 
reaches 91 and 88% at 700- and 100-
mA output current, respectively. In 
general, LED brightness can degrade 
by 20% from 25 to 100�C; therefore, 
thermal management is crucial. To 
alleviate thermal problems, you must 

mount the LEDs on a metal-
clad PCB (printed-circuit 
board) and use adequate 

heat sinking. If cost allows, you can 
parallel multiple strings of LEDs with 
some logic design to cycle the indi-
vidual PWM signals, thereby reduc-
ing the LEDs’ power dissipation and 
keeping the LEDs’ MTBF (mean time 
between failures) in check. Assum-
ing that the application runs on a 
small-form-factor, 12V battery that 
you charge from the solar panels, 
this 18W LED light can operate for 
as long as a few hours, which is ad-
equately bright with reasonable op-
erating time for the people who need 
it most.

AUTH OR’S  B I OG RAPHY
Alan Li is a staff applications engi-
neer for consumer-power products 
at Intersil (Milpitas, CA).
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SOLID-STATE LIGHTING OFFERS EFFICIENT 
RELIEF FOR LIGHT-STARVED COUNTRIES
By Alan Li, Intersil
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“light cloths,” which can 
even more efficiently de-
liver the treatment than a 
light box can.

A significant difference 
between HB LEDs and tra-
ditional incandescent or 
fluorescent lighting is that 
HB LEDs come in a greater 
variety of packages. Given 
this fact, you might ex-
pect standards in packag-
ing to be on the way, but 
that scenario won’t hap-
pen for at least another 
five years, predicts Mark 
McClear, director of busi-
ness development at Cree. 
“Every time we make [HB 
LEDs] brighter, cheaper, 
and more efficient, we en-
able more applications. We’re on a steep 
curve, doing all three at once, and an 
important component is the package. 
We have one type of package; our com-
petitor might have another … not to 
confound the customer but because [one 
type of package] gets more light out, and 
light is valuable,” he says.

The rapid advancements in HB LEDs 
bring up a concern for eye safety, which 
these devices’ designers often overlook, 
according to Cary Eskow, director of 
Avnet’s LightSpeed SSL and LED busi-
ness unit. “The rapid advancement of 
HB LEDs may have outpaced safe and 
careful design,” he says. The most obvi-
ous hazard to the eye is from the intensi-
ty of the light: Some HB LEDs can deliv-
er as much as 150 lm from a small die. In 
some circumstances, this amount of light 
can damage the eye through either pho-
tothermal or photochemical processes. 

Our human blink response 
offers little protection to 
these kinds of damage be-
cause the response doesn’t 
occur at the ends of the 
visual spectrum where the 
damage occurs.

Photothermal injury oc-
curs when the temperature 
of the retina increases by 
approximately 10�C. Be-
cause of the way heat flows 
in the retina, this damage 
directly relates to spot size; 
it increases as the size of 
the focused spot decreas-
es, much as the pressure 
of a pinpoint on your skin 
is more painful than the 
same pressure applied with 
a finger tip. This type of 

damage tends to dominate as the wave-
length lengthens from approximately 
550 nm (green) through yellow, orange, 
and red to IR (infrared).

Intense violet and blue light, on the 
other hand, can cause photochemical 
injury to the eye. Blue light and short 
wavelengths can be 1000 times more 
dangerous than IR radiation. Again, the 
blink response is of no help in this situ-
ation. Eskow strongly suggests that de-
signers keep safety as a primary design 
consideration for HB LEDs as the devic-
es make their way into an ever-increas-
ing variety of applications, from lighting 
to medical and even to toys.EDN
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Figure 2 Blue LEDs, like 
those in this bassinet system 
from Natus Medical, target 
the most effective blue-light 
spectrum of 458 to 462 nm 
for the treatment of hyper-
bilirubinemia in infants.
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A. There are a few ways to get at the 
junction or die temperature of a device, 
some better than others. The first uses 
the classic junction temperature equation 
shown below. 

TJ = TA + PD θJA

The junction temperature, TJ, is equal to 
the ambient temperature, TA, plus the 
power dissipated by the device, PD, mul-
tiplied by device’s thermal resistance, θJA. 
In my experience, this calculation is fairly 
conservative, and yields junction tempera-
tures approximately 30% to 50% higher 
than the actual junction temperature, 
depending on the manufacturer. 

Another method is to use a thermocouple, 
which provides good results for larger 
packages, but has problems when trying to 
use it on smaller packages. For example, 
small packages such as the SC70 or SOT 
do not provide much area to attach a 
thermocouple. Even if you could attach 
one to the package, the thermal mass of a 
thermocouple actually acts as a heat sink, 
robbing the device of some of its heat and 
giving an erroneous result.

A third method uses an infrared (IR) cam-
era. This method accurately measures 
the outside case temperature of a pack-
age and gives a good indication of the 
die temperature on smaller packages. In 
most cases, the difference between case 
and junction temperature is only a few 
degrees. A drawback to this method is IR 
cameras tend to be rather pricey, costing 
tens of thousands of dollars. 

The last option is the least expensive and 
most accurate way to measure die tem-
perature by using an on-chip diode as a 

temperature sensor. From semiconductor 
physics, we recall that with a constant cur-
rent applied to a PN junction, the junction 
voltage will change approximately -1 to -2 
mV/°C over temperature. Characterizing 
the diode voltage over temperature 
enables the user to measure the diode 
voltage and readily determine the die 
temperature. The trick is finding a diode 
that can be used as the sensor on the 
op amp. Most op amps do not provide a 
dedicated diode for such purposes, but 
you can re-task existing diodes to perform 
this task. Most, if not all, of today’s ampli-
fiers have built in electrostatic discharge 
(ESD) protection diodes as well as input 
protection diodes. ESD diodes are con-
nected from op amp inputs and output 
to the supply rails. Therefore it is possible 
to access these diodes and use them as 
outlined to measure the die temperature 
of the op amp. For a more detailed expla-
nation of how to accomplish this measure-
ment, please see “ESD Diode Doubles 
as Temperature Sensor” by clicking on or 
entering the link to the Analog Devices’ 
RAQ page listed below.

Q. What’s the best way to measure the die temperature of 
a small package op amp or similar device?

To learn more about 
Die Temperature

Go to: http://rbi.ims.ca/5411-101
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 M
ost executives responsible for managing 
product performance or warranty returns 
will tell you that the most common head-
aches in manufacturing come from suppli-
ers or manufacturers. For example, a new, 
cheaper supplier used the wrong material, or 

a process went haywire for a day or two. These issues, which 
manufacturers often describe as “random” failures, are the 
primary drivers for the cost of quality. 
So, who cares about design? Well, you 
should. Designing for reliability plays a 
critical role in the ultimate success or 
failure of your product. Design plays an 
integral role in the manufacturability of 
your product. The easier the design is to 
manufacture, the greater its tolerance 
to the standard variation in all manu-
facturing processes. Design also plays an 
important role in component reliability, 
because designs that avoid the use of extended-value com-
ponents and minimize the application of thermal and elec-
trical stresses reduce the risk that marginal components will 
induce product failure.

You cannot overlook the degree of risk you incur by ignor-
ing design-for-reliability issues. Component or manufactur-
ing problems, as prevalent as they are, tend to affect a small 
percentage of products. For some manufacturers, however, a 
small percentage translates to costs of hundreds of millions of 
dollars. Design issues can kill every unit your customer uses. 
So, what are some of the most common mistakes in electron-
ic design?

FLEX CRACKING
Flex cracking is one mistake. It most commonly occurs 

when the PCB (printed-circuit board) under a ceramic-chip 
capacitor bends excessively. The brittle ceramic-chip capaci-
tor cannot respond to the strain and cracks. These flex events 
can occur during depaneling, testing, connector or card inser-
tion, or attachment or from accidental dropping of the part or 
mechanical shock. Your approach to this problem depends on 
your cost constraints, design constraints, and the degree of ac-
ceptable risk. For example, you could use a shorter capacitor 
if you can find a similar capacitance and voltage in a smaller 
case. Alternatively, you could use a narrower bond pad, rotate 
the capacitor 90�, or move the capacitor 45 to 60 mil away 

from the flex point. Another approach is to use an open-mode 
capacitor or one with flexible terminations.

In one case study, an industrial-controls company had to 
maintain tight spacing between an attachment point, which 
the system was using as ground, and a large chip capacitor to 
ensure adequate electrical performance. Capacitors having 
flexible terminations and with similar electrical parameters 
were unavailable. The high density of the system prevented 

the designers from rotating the capaci-
tor. The solution was to reduce the 
bond-pad width, meas uring flexure dur-
ing attachment and modifying torque 
limitations to ensure a low risk the ca-
pacitor’s cracking.

A similar issue arises with BGAs (ball-
grid arrays). These leadless devices have 
limited compliance, and, if you place 
them near a flex point, such as a press-
fit connector or an attachment, for ex-

ample, they can experience cracking in the laminate, solder 
ball, or PCB. These devices offer fewer design approaches to 
designers than ceramic capacitors do. These approaches pri-
marily consist of moving the BGA, using a thicker board, or 
adding ribs to the board for greater rigidity. BGA flex crack-
ing has started to eclipse ceramic-chip-capacitor failures as 
more companies switch to the more rigid, brittle, and lead-free 
SAC305 tin-silver-copper alloy.

JOINT WEAR AND CUSTOM CONNECTIONS
Some of the most extensive design-for-reliability efforts fo-

cus on avoiding the wearing out of solder joints. The best ap-
proach to this problem is to assess robustness during the de-
sign phase by deriving predictions based on first- and second-
order models or on FEA (finite-element analysis). You can 
also derive accelerated life tests from models that KC Norris 
and AH Landzberg developed at IBM in 1969 (Reference 1). 
However, the product-qualification segment of the design cy-
cle often occurs too late to catch errors. With these straight-
forward tools available, why do solder joints sometimes wear 
out? Several drivers are responsible. Some, including failure 
to perform reliability modeling and failure to perform acceler-
ated life testing, are obvious. Three reasons stand out, how-
ever, as the most common: the use of adjacent heat sourc-
es, excessive power dissipation, and the use of custom solder 
joints.

CRAIG HILLMAN, PhD  •  DFR SOLUTIONS

Common mistakes 
in electronic design
DESIGNING FOR RELIABILITY PLAYS A CRITICAL ROLE IN THE ULTIMATE 
SUCCESS OR FAILURE OF YOUR PRODUCT AND HELPS YOU AVOID 
COMMON DESIGN MISTAKES.

DECEMBER 14, 2007  |  EDN  51

YOU CANNOT OVER-
LOOK THE DEGREE 
OF RISK YOU INCUR 
BY IGNORING DESIGN-
FOR-RELIABILITY ISSUES.
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PCB designers think in only two di-
mensions. However, in certain applica-
tions, heat sources separate from the elec-
tronics can be hot enough, close enough, 
or both to cause a serious temperature rise 
on localized components. A designer may 
forget about these heat sources during 
modeling and may not install them dur-
ing testing only to find that they cause 
solder joints to wear out after months or 
years in the field.

Excessive power dissipation becomes a problem in two 
ways. First, if a designer pays too little attention to compo-
nents with high power dissipation during reliability model-
ing or fails to exercise them during testing, then the dissipat-
ed heat can accelerate solder-joint fatigue through elevated 
temperature or a change in temperature effects. These prob-
lems typically arise for components off the board, such as mo-
tors, generators, or high-current bus bars. Second, a designer 
might choose the wrong component or mislabel a component 
from the bill of materials. This error can be especially delete-
rious for chip resistors: Substituting a 1⁄8W resistor for a 1⁄4W 
resistor can sufficiently elevate temperatures to induce solder 
joints to wear out.

JEDEC (Joint Electron Device Engineering Council, now 
the JEDEC Solid State Technology Association) is the pri-

mary driver of industry-standard test re-
quirements for second-level packaging. 
Because of these standards, most com-
ponent designs are sufficiently robust for 
all but the most severe environments, 
such as automotive-under-the-hood, sat-
ellite, and similar applications. There-
fore, the most common components to 
wear out are custom solder interconnec-
tions. Designers often use these joints to 

mechanically or thermally connect components or the PCB 
to housing or other mechanical support structures. Just as with 
outside heat sources, designers sometimes fail to test these cus-
tom solder interconnections with the PCB assembly, meaning 
that they sometimes overlook this design issue during product 
qualification. A low-cost solution is to keep the solder joints 
at temperatures lower than 75 to 80�C, especially if the tem-
perature of the components will vary over time. A better ap-
proach is to use physics-of-failure models to understand risks 
before finalizing your design.

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
Although designers love electrolytic capacitors because of 

their high capacitance, they hate them because they fail over 
time. This love/hate relationship has led to a range of meth-
ods for derating and predicting lifetime. What are the best 
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approaches? It all depends on whether 
you are derating voltage, ripple current, 
or temperature. With voltage derat-
ing, remember that electrolytic capaci-
tors work best when you apply voltage 
to them. With no voltage, they have no 
dielectric and no capacitance. Although 
electrolytic-capacitor manufacturers 
have over the last five years improved 
these capacitors’ low-voltage perfor-
mance, try to avoid voltages below 25% 
of the rated voltage. At the other end 
of the spectrum, designers create capaci-
tors by applying voltages 150 to 200% 
greater than the rated voltage. In addi-
tion, applied voltage tends to have min-
imal influence on lifetime. Because of 
this fact, the derating guidelines speci-
fy a maximum applied voltage of 80 to 
90% of rated voltage, although some 
manufacturers apply 90 to 100% of rated 
voltage.

Once you target a desired life cycle for 
your design, you can decide on the ap-
propriate temperature derating. The in-
dustry-accepted equation is a doubling of 
life for every 10�C drop in temperature. 
Although some questions exist concern-
ing the accuracy of this model, design-
ers must be aware of three nuances. The 
first is that this life equation is relatively 
conservative—at least for reputable ca-
pacitor manufacturers. Vendors often 
define “lifetime” as 1 or 0.1% of failed 
parts, as opposed to the more standard 
MTTF (mean time to failure), which 
might yield a 63% failure rate. If your 
design lies between these extremes in 
desired lifetime, then it should be OK. 
Second, few applications experience 
constant temperatures. Users turn com-

puters on and off, the sun rises and sets, 
and other similar temperature-affecting 
conditions occur. Make sure to incor-
porate variations in temperature into 
any lifetime calculation. Finally, all bets 
are off if there is elevated temperature 
due to an adjacent component, such as 
a resistor or a MOSFET. Some indica-
tions show that a highly localized tem-
perature increase more quickly induces 
failure than the industry model predicts. 
Keep hot components away from elec-
trolytics.

Ripple current on electrolytic ca-
pacitors is an odd electrical parameter. 
Designers tend to ignore or forget it in 
most bill-of-materials calculations. Re-
member that “equivalent” capacitors are 
not equivalent when it comes to ripple-
current ratings. And manufacturers can 
“uprate” ripple current. Some compa-
nies allow applied ripple current to be 
150 to 200% of rated ripple current. 
They achieve this flexibility because rip-
ple current primarily increases capacitor 
temperature, and vendors often specify 
capacitor lifetime at rated temperature 
and rated ripple current. The lower the 
temperature at which the design can op-
erate, the higher the uprating margin on 
the ripple current.

Designing for reliability plays a criti-
cal role in the ultimate success of a prod-
uct and the company’s bottom line. You 
must assess the evolving design, find po-
tential weaknesses, and solve problems 
before they escalate. Recognizing and 
addressing potential problems will pre-
vent manufacturing and supplier-quality 
issues later in the process—and will let 
you sleep better at night.EDN
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Rethinking LDO Regulators

Easily Paralleled: Get High Output Current Without Hot Spots!

, LTC and LT are registered trademarks of Linear Technology
Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.

www.linear.com/3080
1-800-4-LINEAR

The LT®3080 is a new generation of linear regulator compatible with modern surface mount circuit design. Its input voltage
is specified up to 36V, providing good margin for transients in many applications. Also, the output of the LT3080 is adjustable
with a single resistor down to 0V and devices are easily paralleled for higher output current or to spread PCB heat. The input to
output dropout is 1.3V when used as a three terminal regulator. The collector of the power device can be connected separately
from the control circuitry to enable dropout voltages of only 300mV, ensuring high efficiency conversion.

Info & Free SamplesFeatures

• Outputs Can Be Paralleled

• Output Current: 1.1A

• Low Dropout Voltage:
300mV @ 1.1A

• Low Noise:
40µVRMS Wideband (100kHz)

• Stable 10µA Current Source Reference

• Single Resistor Programs VOUT

• VOUT Down to 0V

• VIN Up to 36V (40V Abs Max.)

LT3080 Packaging Options

3mm x 3mm
DFN

3mm x 5mm
MSOP8-E

28mm x 10.25mm
TO-220

6.5mm x 7mm
SOT-223
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An earlier Design Idea illustrat-
ed one approach to that tradi-

tional headache for the analog design-
er: the dreaded ground loop (Refer-
ence 1). That Design Idea described 
a simple and efficient multichannel 

circuit. But it’s an asymmetrical CMV 
(common-mode-voltage) approach in 
that it works only at the receiving end 
of a cable. It therefore applies only to 
signal inputs and does nothing for out-
puts. However, in cases in which CMV 
consists of purely ac noise, a different 
CMV-remediation method—active in-
ductive cancellation—works bidirec-
tionally and therefore cancels CMV-
error components in both input and 
output signals.

Engineers have for many years used 
passive-CMV inductive cancellation 
(Figure 1). Sometimes called a “hum-
bucker transformer” because the power 
mains’ 60-Hz “hum” is often a domi-
nant CMV component, the CMV in-

ductor comprises a primary winding 
in series with the ground connection 
between the signal source (1) and the 
destination (2) and a secondary wind-
ing with a 1-to-1 turns ratio.

DECEMBER 14, 2007  |  EDN  59
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Actively driven ferrite core inductively 
cancels common-mode voltage

�

Figure 2 You can extend the pas-
sive approach in Figure 1 to mul-
tiple channels at the expense 
of a large magnetic component.
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DIs Inside
60 Improved optocoupler circuits 
reduce current draw, resist 
LED aging

62 Cascade two decade coun-
ters to obtain 19-step sequential 
counter

66 Dual-input sample-and-hold 
amplifier uses no external resistors

�What are your design problems 
and solutions? Publish them here 
and receive $150! Send your 
Design Ideas to edndesignideas@
reedbusiness.com.

W Stephen Woodward, Chapel Hill, NC

Figure 1 In the classic humbucker 
configuration, the CMV inductor 
comprises a primary winding in 
series with the ground connection 
between a signal source (1) and 
a destination (2) and a secondary 
winding with a 1-to-1 turns ratio.
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Figure 3 Using the active drive of the CMV core, you can achieve CMV reduc-
tion of 40-dB or more cancellation, extending from tens to millions of hertz.
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It seems deceptively simple 
to establish galvanic isolation 

with the help of optocouplers be-
tween circuits that operate at different 
ground potentials. Optocouplers draw 
power from the isolated circuit, and 
switching can be relatively slow and 
uncertain because of LED aging. Sub-
stitutes without optocouplers, such as 
the ADUM12xx from Analog Devic-

es (www.analog.com) or ISO72x from 
Texas Instruments (www.ti.com), are 
available. This Design Idea describes 
a method of improving the simple op-
tocoupler.

Figure 1 shows two popular designs 
of 0V synchronization with ac. An at-
tempt to reduce power draw from the 
isolated circuit by decreasing the op-
tocoupler’s LED current with a corre-

sponding increase of the optocoupler’s 
load resistor yields slower and more 
uncertain switching. To achieve faster 
and sharper switching, you would have 
to sacrifice power efficiency; however, 
the benefit of this sacrifice is limited 
because of the inverse relationship 
between power efficiency and the ac-
voltage magnitude.

An optocoupler’s LED emits almost 
continuously during nearly all ac cy-
cles exceeding the nominal, leading 
to low power efficiency and relative-
ly fast aging of the optocoupler. One 
more drawback is excessively large and 
nearly uncontrollable zero-crossing er-
ror; the circuit’s sensitivity threshold 
depends on the parameters of the op-
tocoupler. The designs in Figure 1 do 
not provide an ideal approach. With 
respect to efficiency, they can draw 5 
to 100 mA, depending on the optocou-
pler’s current-transfer ratio and the ac 
amplitude.

The design in Figure 2 overcomes 
the problems of excessive power con-
sumption, uncertain switching, and 
LED aging. It lends itself well to wide-
ac-range applications. Compared with 
the circuit in Figure 1, Figure 2’s LED 
emits only in close vicinity of the zero-
crossing point and receives its power 
from the previously charged capaci-
tor, so you can reduce the average 
current draw by a factor of 10 to 100. 
The design also provides faster, more 

designideas

The principle of the CMV trans-
former relies on magnetic coupling 
between the primary and the second-
ary, such that any voltage that appears 
across the primary induces an equal 
and opposite voltage in the secondary, 
thus canceling it. You can easily extend 
the principle to multiple signal chan-
nels simply by adding more second-
ary windings—one secondary for each 
channel (Figure 2).

However, the Achilles’ heel of the 
CMV transformer is the fact that the 
decibels of cancellation fall off at the 
low-frequency end of the noise spec-
trum. This situation occurs because 
noise cancellation depends on the fact 

that the inductive reactance of the 
windings must be much larger than 
the impedance of the cable. Hundreds 
of millihenries of inductance are neces-
sary to satisfy this criterion for frequen-
cies as low as 60 Hz. For multichannel 
applications requiring cancellation for 
frequencies as low as 60 Hz, this fact 
translates to lots of copper, core, bulk, 
and weight. However, if you don’t 
mind if your designs consume a little 
power, then a work-around exists: ac-
tively driving the CMV core.

In Figure 3, the power amplifier 
comprising the LT1797 high-frequency 
op amp and MOSFET forces the driven 
core to precisely cancel CMV as sensed 

in the ground-reference connection. 
The result is such a large multiplica-
tion of the apparent winding induc-
tance that you can reduce the “wind-
ings” to a simple single pass-through 
of the toroid core. In other words, you 
need to thread a multiconductor-sig-
nal cable only once through the “hole 
in the doughnut” to achieve CMV of 
40-dB or more cancellation, extending 
from tens to millions of hertz.EDN

R E FE R E N CE
 Woodward, W Stephen, “Amplifier 
cancels common-mode voltage,” 
EDN, May 10, 2007, pg 82, www.
edn.com/article/CA6437955.

Improved optocoupler circuits reduce 
current draw, resist LED aging
Peter Demchenko, Vilnius, Lithuania
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Figure 1 Establishing galvanic isolation with the help of optocouplers between 
circuits that operate at different ground potentials looks deceptively simple. 
Optocouplers draw power from the isolated circuit, and switching can be rela-
tively slow and uncertain because of LED aging.

1
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Ultra-Tiny 16-Bit ADC

Easy-to-Use ADC Features 16-Bit Performance at a 12-Bit Price

, LTC and LT are registered trademarks of Linear Technology
Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.

www.linear.com/2450
1-800-4-LINEAR

The LTC®2450 packs a mighty punch with 16-bits of analog sampling performance and an internal oscillator in just 4mm2.
The LTC2450 sets a new standard for monitoring system environments in compact, power-conscious applications. Thanks
to the flexibility of either I2C or SPI interface, you can measure voltage, current, temperature, airflow or other general
purpose analog signals without compromising performance.

Info & Free SamplesFeatures

• ±2LSB INL, 16-Bits No Missing Codes

• Ultra-Tiny 6-Lead, 2mm x 2mm
DFN Package

• Low Power: 350µA IQ at 60
Conversions Per Second, 0.5µA
Sleep Current

• 60Hz (LTC2450-1) & 30Hz
(LTC2450) Output Rate Versions

• SPI or I2C Versions, Single-Ended or
Differential Versions

• Internal Oscillator – No External
Components Required

16-Bit Integral Nonlinearity Error

www.linear.com/indsolutions

Free Industrial Signal
Chain Brochure
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This Design Idea offers a prac-
tical approach to cascading 

two or more Johnson counters to-
gether with a bare minimum of parts. 

The CD4017 Johnson decade coun-
ter finds use in simple circuits ranging 
from sound effects to LED displays. 
The counter’s outputs are normally 

low and go high only at their respec-
tive decoded time slot. Each decoded 
output remains high for one full clock 
cycle. The dc-supply voltage can range 
from approximately 3 to 18V dc. The 
dc-current drain per each output pin 
(Q0 to Q9) is 10 mA. The circuit has 
passed tests at 12V dc at 0 to 150�F 
without anomalies.

designideas

deterministic, and sharper switching. 
What’s more, you can expect slower 
LED aging. Resistors R1 and R2 in Fig-
ure 1 dissipate no less than 1.5W of 
power as waste heat, so changing them 
to 0.1W devices allows placement of 
additional components on the same 
board area (Figure 2).

The circuit’s main components com-
prise amplitude detector D1, capacitor 
C1, and Schmitt trigger Q1/Q2 to con-
trol a current through the optocou-
pler’s LED. D2 and D3 stabilize the base 
voltage of Q2 and, hence, its collector 
current, which activates the optocou-
pler. Capacitor C1 charges up through 
R1, R2, and D1.

During nearly all of the ac-cycle 
time, except in the vicinity of the ze-
ro-crossing point, Q1 is on, and Q2 is 
off. Then, approaching the zero-cross-
ing point, the state of Schmitt trigger 
Q1 and Q2 changes, and Q2 discharges 
capacitor C1 with the constant current, 
because the circuit comprising Q2, D2, 
D3, R5, and R6 stabilizes current as 
I�(2�VD�VBE2)/R6, where VD is the 
voltage drop on D2 or D3 and VBE2 is 
the base-emitter voltage of Q2.

Some applications require none 
of the hysteresis that is inherent to a 
Schmitt trigger; Figure 3 shows such 
a design. It also shows how to manage 
without a requirement for minimal re-
verse current in D1. This circuit, how-
ever, better suits pure synchronization 
and not thyristor control. Because of 
the stability of LED current, these de-
signs provide an expanded input-ac-
voltage range, which may be useful for 
a multistandard ac-powered gadget; 
an opportunity to set the LED current 
without the risk of overloading the 
LED; and a reduced influence of the 

optocoupler’s instability. One more 
advantage of these designs is their in-
herently safer nature. In the case of a 
short circuit in their terminals, opto-
couplers deliver 10 to 100 times less 
current between the isolated and the 
nonisolated sides than the circuit in 

Figure 1. The optocoupler also offers 
advantages. Thanks to the low duty 
cycle, you can freely reduce the value 
of the optocoupler’s load resistor, R8, 
without sacrificing power efficiency. 
This reduction results in low zero-
crossing error.EDN

Cascade two decade counters 
to obtain 19-step sequential counter
Jeff Tregre, Dallas, TX
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Figure 2 This circuit overcomes problems of excessive power consumption, 
uncertain switching, and LED aging.
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Figure 3 Another variant of this design shows how to manage without a 
requirement for minimal reverse current in D1.
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The circuit in Figure 1 uses only 
four ICs and yields a 19-step sequen-
tial count. You cannot get 20 outputs 
without adding more hardware be-
cause of the fact that, upon power-
ing up, each CD4017 counter displays 
output Q0 as being on. Therefore, the 
circuit does not use output Q0 of IC3 
and can use only 19 of the 20 outputs.

At first blush, you might think that 
you could simply cascade two counters 
together using the carry-out pin, Pin 
12, from one counter to feed the clock-
input pin, Pin 14, of a second counter. 
But the problem with this configu-
ration is that it does not provide se-
quential count from 1 to 20 because 
the first counter begins to count over 
again once it has reached 10. Such a 

configuration is a zero-to-99 counter 
because every 10 counts on the first 
IC counter causes one count on the 
second IC counter.

By hooking together two counters, 
you can obtain a sequential count from 
1 to 19. The circuit uses IC4, a CD4069 
inverter, as a reset-delay enable to cause 
a few milliseconds of delay before each 
counter can begin to count. A high 
signal on the Pin 15 Reset clears the 
counter to its zero count. 

Without the delay time, each coun-
ter powers up with a random output 
count such that several LEDs may be 
on. The circuit uses IC1, a 555 timer, 
as the clock to generate a 1.5-Hz 
square wave. You can change the fre-
quency by changing the RC time con-

stant comprising R1, R2, and C1. Keep 
in mind that, to obtain a 50% out-
put duty cycle, make R2 much larger 
than R1. Pin 14 of IC2 has a positive-
edge clock trigger. Pin 13 of IC3 has 
a negative-edge clock trigger. There-
fore, when the clock goes high, IC2 
produces an output count. When the 
clock goes low, IC3 produces an out-
put count. By interleaving the outputs, 
you obtain a sequential count from 1 
to 19. Because each clock cycle has 
both a high and a low state, after the 
first clock pulse, two LEDs will always 
be on—that is, LED 1, LED 1 and 2, 
LED 2 and 3, LED 3 and 4, and so on. 
Go to www.edn.com/071214di1 to see 
a short video clip of the finished cir-
cuit in action.EDN
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Figure 1 By interleaving the outputs of two cascaded CD4017 Johnson counters, you can obtain a 19-step sequential 
output.
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At least two classic ways exist to 
address applications requiring 

sampling of a sum of analog voltages. 
The most common way is to cascade a 
classic analog adder and a sample-and-
hold amplifier. A classic analog adder 
is an op amp plus at least three preci-
sion resistors. The values of these resis-
tors should be as low as possible so as 
not to deteriorate the bandwidth of the 
adder. On the other hand, such low-
value resistors dissipate power. Further, 
the configuration of an adder-sample-
and-hold amplifier suffers also from an-

other drawback, which manifests itself 
when the two input voltages are close 
in magnitude but of opposite polarity. 
In this case, even if the magnitude of 
the input voltages is high, the resulting 
sum is low or no voltage if the magni-
tudes of input voltages are equal. Sam-
pling a low voltage usually involves a 
high relative error of the output volt-
age because each amplifier has some 
dynamic errors, such as residual para-
sitic transfer of charge into the storing 
capacitor.

Another possibility is to use one 

amplifier per channel and add their 
outputs in a classic analog adder. Al-
though this configuration avoids the 
problem with the high relative error of 
output voltage when input voltages are 
similar in magnitude and opposite in 
polarity, precision resistors in the adder 
still dissipate power.

You can avoid these problems by us-
ing the circuit configuration in Figure 
1, which uses no external resistors. In 
the steady state, the internal-track-
ing interval, the QD internal-logic sig-
nal is at an active-high level, enabling 
the A1, B1, and A2 followers. Thus, the 
ground-referenced capacitor, C2, charg-
es to the VINA voltage. The lower node 
of capacitor C1 at Pin 2 of IC2 gets 
temporarily grounded through the out-

Dual-input sample-and-hold amplifier 
uses no external resistors
Marián Štofka, Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia
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Figure 1 The basis of the operation of this circuit is the simultaneous tracking of the VINA and VINB input voltages on the C2 
and C1 capacitors, stacking these capacitors within the sample interval, and storing the value of stack’s voltage on the C3 
capacitor.
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2.5A, 42V SIMPLE SWITCHER® Synchronous 
Step-Down Regulators 

LM310x Features
• COT control provides lightning-fast transient response
• Stable with ceramic capacitors
• Near-constant frequency operation from unregulated supplies
• No loop compensation reduces external component count
• Pre-bias startup
• Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM) operation for a light load
• Enabled in National’s WEBENCH® online design environment

Ideal for use in embedded systems, industrial controls, automotive telematics and body electronics, point-of-load 
regulators, storage systems, and broadband infrastructure

© National Semiconductor Corporation, 2007. National Semiconductor,    , PowerWise, SIMPLE SWITCHER, and WEBENCH are registered trademarks of National Semiconductor Corporation. All rights reserved.

For FREE samples, datasheets, and online design tools visit:
national.com/switcher
Or call: 1-800-272-9959

Constant-on-Time (COT) LM310x Regulators from the PowerWise® Family Need No Loop 
Compensation and Are Stable with Ceramic Capacitors

Product ID VIN Range (V) Current (A) VFB (V) Frequency (MHz) Packaging

LM3100 4.5 to 36 1.5 0.8 Up to 1 eTSSOP-20

LM3102 4.5 to 42 2.5 0.8 Up to 1 eTSSOP-20

LM3103 4.5 to 42 0.75 0.6 Up to 1 eTSSOP-16

LM310x

VIN = 4.5V to 42V

VOUT > 0.6V 
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put of the A2 follower while 
it charges to the VINB voltage 
at its upper node at Pin 9 of 
IC1. VINA and VINB are the in-
put voltages at the A and B in-
puts, respectively.

After a settling period, 
when all internal logic-con-
trol signals are low and all 
controlled followers are dis-
abled, the QSB control-logic 
signal goes high. The potential 
at the lower node of C1 goes 
from 0V to VC2(tS)�VINA(tS) 
because of the enabled B3 fol-
lower. VC2(tS) is the value 
of voltage stored on the C2 
capacitor before the transi-
tion of the QD signal to an 
inactive-low level. The po-
tential at the upper node of 
C1 consequently rises to the 
value of VC2(tS)�VC1(tS)� 
VINA(tS)�VINB(tS), as the bot-
tom waveform in Figure 2 
shows. This trace is the only 
analog waveform in this fig-

ure. The active-low-to-high transition 
of the sampling-command logic signal, 
QS, gets slightly delayed with respect 
to that of the QSB logic signal, sup-
pressing glitches in the output voltage. 
When QS is high, the sampled voltage 
of VINA(tS)�VINB(tS), which is present 
at Pin 7 of IC2, passes through the en-
abled B2 follower to the C3 capacitor 
and gets stored there until the next 
sampling command. The A3 follower 
serves as an impedance converter. Du-
al op amp IC6 serves as a tapped delay 
line, which, in conjunction with one 
single-NOR gate and one dual-AND 
gate, derives properly timed internal 
logic-control signals from the single 
external logic-control signal, Q.EDN

R E FE R E N CE
 “AD8592 Dual, CMOS Single 
Supply Rail-to-Rail Input/Output 
Operational Amplifier with �250 mA 
Output Current and a Power-Saving 
Shutdown Mode,” Analog Devices 
Inc, 1999, www.analog.com/zh/
prod/0,,759_786_AD8592,00.html.

Q

GET READY

QDE

QSB

INTERNAL
TRACKING

INTERNAL
TRACKING

NOTE:
LOGIC LEVELS OF ALL Q CONTROL SIGNALS 
ARE THE SAME AS THOSE OF THE TOP WAVEFORM.

QDEB

STORE

QS
t

VIN�B2�VOUTB1

VINB�VINA

VINB

tS

0V

�VS

0V

QD

Figure 2 The bottom waveform shows that, at the 
upper node of the C1 capacitor, the VINB voltage 
appears within the tracking interval, and it rises to 
the value of the sum of both input voltages within 
the get-ready interval.

West Coast (408) 345-1790  East Coast (919) 676-5292
www.austriamicrosystems.com

Order samples online at ICdirect

https://shop.austriamicrosystems.com

Ultra-Low Dropout Regulators

Part No. AS1351 AS1357 AS1352 AS1353 AS1356 AS1358 AS1359 AS1361 AS1362 AS1360 AS13985 AS13986

Outputs 2 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

Dropout Voltage (mV) 200 200 200 60 60 70 140 70 140 400 45 45

Output Current (mA) 200 200 200 150 150 150 300 150 300 250 150 150

Feature OTP* OTP* OTP* Low Noise Power-OK Low Noise Low Noise Low Noise + POK Low Noise + POK High Voltage WL-CSP WL-CSP

Supply Current (µA) 125 175 225 70 70 40 40 40 40 1.5 95 135

Order samples online at ICdirect

https://shop.austriamicrosystems.com

Ultra-Low Noise (9µVRMS, 92dB PSRR)

High Voltage up to 20V

High Accuracy of 0.5%

Low Power Consumption

*User-Programmable Output Voltages

BP
ON
OFF

VOUT

SHDNM

GND

VIN

Battery
Input

+2.5 to +5.5V

Preset
Output

+1.5 to 3.6V

AS1353

1
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Single-line ESD-protec-
tion diodes target space-
limited applications

Aiming at portable electronics and 
other space-sensitive applications, 

the VESD03A1C-02Z, VESD05A1C-
02Z, and VESD12A1C-02Z silicon, sin-
gle-line, ESD (electrostatic-discharge)-
protection zener diodes have 3.3, 5, and 
12V reverse-working ranges. Within 
these working ranges, the diodes offer a 
high isolation-to-ground feature charac-
terized by less-than-1-�A leakage cur-
rent and less-than-85-pF capacitances. 

Providing a 0.6�1-mm footprint with a 
0.4-mm profile, the diodes allow place-
ment close to the interface connector or 
in front of the ESD-sensitive IC ports. 
The diodes clamp or short to ground 
any transient-voltage signal exceeding 
the reverse-breakthrough-voltage level. 
Negative-transient-voltage signals drive 
the diodes in the forward direction, 
clamping the transient close below the 
ground level. Available in an SOD923 
package, the VESD03A1C-02Z, VES-
D05A1C-02Z, and VESD12A1C-02Z 
diodes cost $7 (1000) each.
Vishay Technology, www.vishay.com

Optically coupled isolators 
have hermetically sealed infrared-LED packages

Rated at 15 kV, the OPI120 and OPI123 series of optically coupled isolators 
feature a hermetically sealed, infrared-LED package with a phototransistor or 

photo-Darlington output. The isolators target high-voltage isolation between in-
put and output and electrical isolation in harsh environments, including industrial, 
medical, and office equipment. Sealed in a precast, opaque housing, the devices 
have an optically transmissive path between the LED and the photosensor. Fea-
tures include an LED with 890- or 935-nm peak wavelength, 150-mW forward-dc 
current, and 200-mW power dissipation. The OPI120 and OPI123 isolators have 
25 and 20V minimum collector-emitter voltages, respectively, for the output pho-
tosensor, with a 5V emitter-collector voltage and 250-mW power dissipation. The 
OPI120 and OPI123 operate in �55 to �100�C temperature ranges, and prices 
range from $7.43 to $8.08 (1000).
Optek Technology, www.optekinc.com

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
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Turn your next PCB design

into a vision of the artist 

within when you use the PADS

complete PCB solution.

If you're looking for a way to

reflect your true inner genius,

PADS offers an easy-to-use,

intuitive, and powerful solution

to help you create your

next PCB masterpiece — at a

most affordable price.  To  look

deeper into the world around

you, download our latest 

tech paper at

www.mentor.com/rd/padspaper3

or call 800.547.3000

PADS® PCB Design Solutions
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A division of

Get free advice, pricing articles, ratings and quotes on Business Purchases from digital copiers,
to phone systems, to payroll services and more.  Visit BuyerZoneBusiness.com today to make
fast and efficient business purchase decisions.  At BuyerZone, you’re in control.  We’re just here
to make your work easier.

Join the millions who’ve already saved time and money on many of their Office Equipment
purchases by taking advantage of BuyerZone’s FREE, no obligation services like:
• Quotes from multiple suppliers
• Pricing articles
• Buyer’s guides
• Supplier ratings
• Supplier comparisons

REQUEST FREE QUOTES NOW!
Call (866) 623-5564 or visit 
BuyerZoneBusiness.com Where Smart Businesses Buy and Sell

No need to duplicate yourself

BuyerZone saves you time and money
on COPIERS AND MORE.
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Silicon device 
protects against 
lightning and ESD

Targeting telecom and network 
interfaces, the four-line RClamp-

2504N 2.5V silicon device provides 
lightning-surge and ESD protection 

on Ethernet and 
high-speed digital 
interfaces. The 
device meets IEC 
61000-4-x protec-

tion standards for EFTs (electrical fast 
transients). The product has a 2-pF typi-
cal line-to-line capacitance, allowing 
2-GHz operation. The RClamp2504N 
costs 49 cents (1000).
Semtech Corp, www.semtech.com

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
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SIMULATE IT.

The secret to successful 
high-speed PCB design.

Simulate fast driver edges and 

new bus technologies with 

HyperLynx® – the most 

widely used high-speed PCB 

simulation software. 

HyperLynx provides both 

pre- and post-layout analysis 

of signal integrity, flight times, 

crosstalk, multi-gigabit 

SERDES technologies and 

EMC, and is compatible 

with all major PCB design 

flows, including PADS.

To find out more, download 

the latest hands-on 

high-speed tutorial from 

www.mentor.com/rd/tutorial

 or call 800.547.3000.

© 2006 Mentor Graphics Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

®

MRKT0882 HyperLynxSimulateItAd_EPage 1 7/5/07 4:26:40 PM

es, the devices provides a 10-times mul-
tiple-strike capability at 5- and 20-kA 
surge capability. Measuring 42�24 mm, 
the miniature PRCONFSAF09E arrest-
er has N-type-to-SMA-type connectors 
and delivers a maximum of 300W RF 
power at 48 dBm at a maximum through 
current of 5A. Measuring 50�24 mm, 
the PTCONxONF09E arrester has N-
type connectors and delivers a maxi-
mum of 30W RF power at 48 dBm at a 
maximum of 10A through current. The 
devices in the SurgeGuard E-Class cost 
$33 each.
NexTek, www.nexteklightning.com

ESD-protection device 
clamps input-ESD wave-
forms in nanoseconds

Joining the vendor’s ESD (electro-
static-discharge)-protection fam-

ily, the ESD9L single-line device pro-
vides 0.5-pF capacitance. Suiting use in 
cell phones, MP3 players, PDAs, and 
digital cameras, the device clamps a 15-
kV input-ESD waveform, according to 
the IEC610000-4-2 standard, to less 
than 7V in nanoseconds. Available in a 
1�0.6�0.4-mm SOD-923 package, the 
ESD9L5.0ST5G costs 15 cents (10,000).
On Semiconductor, www.onsemi.com

�
E-Class series 
provides bidirectional 
protection at 6 GHz

Providing bidirectional protection 
and claiming characterization by 

passing dc without any performance deg-
radation, the SurgeGuard E-Class series 
targets 6-GHz RF performance. Based 
on a gas-discharge tube packaged in the 
PRCONFSAF09E and PTCONxONF-
09E small-geometry-form-factor packag-

�

TEST AND MEASUREMENT

Digitizer/oscilloscope 
PCIe card includes two 
12-bit ADCs

The UF2e-3027 digitizer/oscillo-
scope PCIe (PCI Express) card 

provides two 100M-sample/sec, 12-bit 
ADCs for simultaneous sampling, as 
well as 2G samples of onboard memory, 
allowing the device to record 10-sec-
ond-long signals when both channels 
are operating at maximum rates. Addi-
tional features include options for dual-
timebase sampling, synchronous digital 

�

inputs, asynchronous digital I/O, and 
the ability to synchronize as many as 
542 channels. The UF2e-3027 digitizer/
oscilloscope PCIe card costs $7390.
Strategic Test Corp, www.strategic-
test.com

Module controls 
32 I/O channels

You can program the four 8-bit 
ports on the SeaDAC Lite 8126 

as inputs or outputs; the ports control 
32 channels of digital I/O using a USB 

�
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www.PelicanOEM.com 
Log on or call 800.473.5422 to re-
ceive a free OEM Solutions Kit. It 
includes foam samples, CAD fi les, 
and all the information you need to 
learn how you can install and pro-
tect your equipment in a Pelican 
Protector™ Case.
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AMC load board targets 
testing and debugging 
of MicroTCA systems

The AMC (advanced-mezzanine 
card) load board suits testing the 

cooling and power of MicroTCA sys-
tems. The load board configures to 0, 20, 
30, 40, 50, 60, and 70W wattages. Six 
LEDs on the front panel indicate which 
power level is activated. The AMC load 
board costs $300.
Elma Electronic, www.elma.com

�

connection. A 50-pin header connects 
the module to solid-state-relay racks, 
allowing PC-based control of sensors, 
switches, security-control systems, and 
industrial-automation systems. Powered 
by the USB, the module has a 0 to 70�C 
standard operating temperature, with a 
�40 to �85�C optional operating tem-
perature. The SeaDAC Lite 8126 mod-
ule costs $99.
Sealevel Systems, www.sealevel.com

USB analog-output 
module comes 
with AWG function

The USB-DA12-8A USB-based 
data-acquisition and I/O modules 

include eight independent 12-bit DACs 
and broadly configured AWG (arbitrary-
waveform-generation) capabilities. Fea-
tures include a 32-bit counter for preci-
sion-timed outputs, as many as 125,000 
conversions/DAC/sec, and an onboard 
128k-sample buffer. The module pro-
vides 0 to 2.5, 0 to 5, 0 to 10, �2.5, �5, 
and �10V output ranges. The device al-
so includes a DIN-rail-mounting provi-
sion and a board-only OEM option with 
PC/104 module size and mounting capa-
bilities. With the AWG function, enclo-
sure, screw-terminal adapter, and exter-
nal power adapter, the USB-DA12-8A 
costs $525; available in the same con-
figuration but without the AWG, the 
USB-DA12-8E costs $349.
Acces I/O Products, www.accesio.com

TEST AND
MEASUREMENT
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PADS resellers are full-service

companies that provide sales,

tech support and customized

services in your region. These

resellers are our partners; they

understand your needs and

can help you grow your

business. PADS resellers provide

solutions that will improve the

quality of your designs on time

and within budget. Visit

www.mentor.com/rd/buypads

or call us at 800.547.3000

to find your local reseller.
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tifunction, single-slot CompactPCI card 
is configurable with the vendor’s syn-
chronous-to-digital converter, allowing 
10 channels at 2.2 VA or five channels 
at 5 VA. An integrated GbE (Gigabit 
Ethernet) interface allows the transfer of 
data to and from the board without us-
ing the backplane bus. The port allows 
the use of the board as a stand-alone re-
mote-sensor interface, requiring no sep-
arate computer board. Other modules 
are selectable from a library, such as a 
two-channel digital-to-LVDT (low-volt-
age-differential-transceiver) converter, a 
four-channel LVDT-to-digital converter, 
a 10-channel ADC, a 10-channel DAC, 
an ac synchronous-reference generator, 
a four-channel function generator, a 16-
channel discrete I/O, a 16-channel TTL 
I/O, an 11-channel transceiver I/O, and 
a six-channel RTD (resistance-tempera-
ture detector). The 78CS2 CompactPCI 
card costs $3500 (100).
North Atlantic Industries, www.naii.
com

PCI serial interface 
has MD1 low-profile and 
Universal Bus compatibility

Providing MD1 low-profile and 
Universal Bus 3.3 and 5V compat-

ibility, the OMG-COMM4-LPCI-DB25 
low-profile PCI serial interface provides 
four RS-232 serial ports with 460.8-
kbps data rates. The RS-232 port us-
es modem-control signals for increased 
compatibility with a variety of peripher-
als. A 16C864 UART provides 128-byte 
transmitter/receiver FIFOs for improved 
reliability in data-intensive applications. 
The OMG-COMM4-LPCI costs $229.
Omega Engineering, www.omega.com

CompactPCI card 
includes selectable-
module library

Accommodating five independent 
function modules, the 78CS2 mul-

�

�
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LOOKING AHEAD

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co Ltd 
has built a wireless microphone uti-
lizing a transistor and a subminiature 
vacuum tube in the transmitter and a 
mercury dry-cell battery as the power 
source. These components, along 
with a printed circuit, reduce the size 
of the unit. The transmitter has auto-
matic frequency control over a range 
of 40 to 48 megacycles, and the 
device has a built-in monitor speaker. 
With a crystal microphone, the unit 
has an audio-frequency response of 

100 to 7000 cycles/sec 
within �2 dB. Battery 
life for the transmitter is 
approximately 40 hours. 
When used with the 
companion receiver, the 
system limits output dis-
tortion to less than 2% 
on the program output 
and not more than 10% 
on the monitor output.
—Electrical Design News, 

December 1957

AT THE BEGINNINGS OF 
WIRELESS MICROPHONES

LOOKING BACK

EDITED BY RON WILSON

TO DESIGNCON 2008 
This long-standing electronics-design confer-
ence will open in its 2008 incarnation at the San-
ta Clara, CA, convention center, Feb 4 through 7. 
Evolving with the industry has become something 
of a specialty for this otherwise-hard-to-define 
event. This year, for example, there will be new 
tracks on RF-signal integrity and on viewing chip, 
package, board, and system design as a single 
co-design problem instead of as separate dis-
ciplines. There will also be a new pavilion 
for silicon-IP (intellectual-property) vendors. 
Technical papers will cover a huge range, 
from the conference’s heritage in high-
speed measurements and test to design 
techniques and even IC-verification-cover-
age metrics. In content, this has be-
come a broad-based conference.

What if consumer electronics is not the market that will drive the 
electronics industry for the next five or 10 years? We’ve all heard 
so often that the consumer is in the driver’s seat that it sounds 
like a principle of physics. But what if the global credit crisis de-
presses consumer spending worldwide and no next “big thing” 
emerges to take the baton from smartphones and HDTVs (high-
definition televisions)? Is there another market ready to pick up 
a dropped baton? The intersection of bioelectronics and MEMS 
(microelectromechanical systems) seems promising, but it may be 
too far into the future. Energy conservation is a nearer term pos-
sibility but not yet a proven market. Applying electronics to save 
energy requires consumers to spend money to replace things they 
already have. It’s an important question with no obvious answer.

FOR THE NEXT INDUSTRY DRIVER

LOOKING AROUND
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Get Your Ticket to the Ultimate Embedded Design Starter Kit.
Fixed-function microcontrollers had their share of the spotlight. It’s time for a revolutionary—and simplified—approach to 

embedded application development. Get a Cypress PSoC® FirstTouch™ Starter Kit now and discover how much PSoC 

mixed-signal arrays—powerful, programmable analog and digital blocks, embedded memory and a fast MCU—shorten 

your time-to-market. This kit includes the easy-to-use PSoC Express™ visual embedded system design tool, and gives you 

embedded designs you can evaluate right out of the box. Get yours and step into the spotlight today.

Buy your PSoC FirstTouch Ultimate Starter Kit now at:
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It’s showtime.
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